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B E T W E E N  T H E  L I N E S :  

A New Era for ENX and
The Week in Imaging
It’s sort of old news, the merger between ENX and The Week in Imaging.
Although I guess it’s new news if you didn’t know already. 
To succinctly summarize, one of the office imaging industry’s leading 

print publications, ENX, has merged with one of the office imaging industry’s
leading digital publications, The Week in Imaging.With the merger, I take on
the role of editorial director of both publications while Susan Neimes serves 
as managing editor and publisher of both publications.  
As of the end of September, the two Websites have been redesigned and

merged into a single site www.enxmag.com. There you’ll find the digital ver-
sion of ENX and the latest industry news as well as exclusive weekly content,
including features, interviews, and blogs, complementing the content found in
the monthly print version of ENX.
We’ve also merged the two newsletters. The ENX newsletter, which was pub-

lished twice monthly and The Week in Imaging newsletter, which was published
weekly, have been combined and are published weekly with content that is
unique to both newsletters. 
Susan and I are especially thrilled that the annual Elite Dealer Awards, which

have been published in The Week in Imaging the past four years will now be pre-
sented in the December issue of ENX. There you’ll find profiles of all 2014
honorees. Supplemental Elite Dealer content will appear throughout the month
of December and January on the Website and in the weekly newsletter. 
You’ll also see more changes to the print version of ENX in the coming

months, including special theme issues in 2015. Make sure you’re on the
newsletter subscription list (it’s free) and log into www.enxmag.com weekly for
fresh content relevant to the office technology and document imaging channel.  
Equally exciting is an alliance between ENX and the market research firm,

Actionable Intelligence, to host topical, web-based information sessions begin-
ning in December 2015 and at various times in 2015. The first session, “2014:
The Year in Review” is scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 11 at 2 PM EST. The one-
hour event will offer a comprehensive overview of the year's events, including
an examination of the market for hardware and consumables, key product intro-
ductions, and major events such as a review of M&A activity and legal actions.
More details regarding content and how to participate in the near future will
appear on the ENX Website and the weekly newsletter.  

Thanks for reading. 

Scott Cullen 
Editorial Director

Contributors
Charles Brewer is the founder and
president of Actionable Intelligence,
the digital imaging industry’s leading
market research firm. He was an edi-
tor for Inc. magazine and Computer -
World during the 1990s, and more
recently, the managing editor of The

Hard Copy Supplies Journal. Actionable Intelligence
recently released its third white paper “Supplies
under Scrutiny in Europe and Russia,” which is
available at no cost at www.Action-intell.com.

Charles Lamb is the President and
CEO of Mps&it Sales Consulting. His
firm delivers proven methodologies
and processes that assist dealer prin-
cipals seeking a successful transfor-
mation into the managed services
space. He's created complementary

solutions including Funnelmaker, Gatekeeper, and
Shield IT services. For more info, call 888.823.0006,
e-mail him at clamb@mpsandit.com, or visit
www.mpsandit.com.

Nadia Karatsoreos recently joined
GFI MAX as a Community Manager.
In her role, she will help promote
collaboration, education, and innova-
tion among GFI MAX Partners, and
ensure they are utilizing the MAX
Platform to achieve positive growth,

enhance their offerings and become best-in-class
solution providers. Nadia was named to CRN’s 2014
Women of the Channel List.   

Gary Schwartz is a sales consultant
with Strategy Development and has
over 16 years of broad based experi-
ence in the business technology and
outsourcing space. Gary was a senior
manager with IKON Office Solutions,
and later RICOH in sales, finance,

and operational roles. In addition to his expertise 
in sales process and leadership, Gary is well versed
in the financial, leasing and marketing aspects of
the business. 

Jim Zipursky is the Managing
Director of CFA-MidWest, an invest-
ment bank serving the middle mar-
ket. Jim is a registered representative
of Silver Oak Securities, Inc., mem-
ber FINRA/SIPC. For more info on
Exit Strategies or Selling Your

Business, contact Jim at (402) 330-2160 or
jaz@cfaomaha.com or visit www.cfaw.com/omaha.  

Technical Article
Contributor

Britt Horvat works for The Parts
Drop, a company whose primary
business is providing parts, supplies
and information for Xerox brand
copiers, printers and fax machines.
You can find more information on
their website www.partsdrop.com.
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To get a better sense of what’s
happening on the aftermar-
ket side of the office imaging

industry of late, we contacted rep-
resentatives of some of the lead-
ing supplies companies, including
Luke Goldberg of MSE, Monte
White of Supplies Network, Gary
Willert of LMI, Eric Martin of
Clover Technology, Jim Loparich
of Pinnacle Sales, Eric Katz of
Metrofuser, James Meyers of
National Copy Cartridge, and Bob
Willmes of Supplies Wholesalers.
They share what’s hot, what areas
of the business are cooling off, key
programs and initiatives announced
this year, and highlight the trends
that will impact their businesses 
in 2015. 

What products are currently 
flying out the door for you?

GOLDBERG: MSE continues to
offer a high level of differentiation
that is abundantly displayed in
higher yield, higher speed, and
color applications. For example,
this year we introduced the mar-
ket’s highest yield options under
our MPS engineered sub brand for
color when we introduced extend-
ed yield options for the 3525 and
m551 printers with 50+ percent
more yield. As MPS continues to
accelerate, our MPS product line
is gaining traction, as more and
more dealers aren’t just seeking
lower CPP but also the security of
a high quality product. Overall,
color continues to grow for us
even as the industry has stagnated
due to quality challenges. Today,
MSE and our dealer partners
enjoy north of 40 percent color
penetration whereas the industry
average still hovers below 10 per-
cent. This is a testament to our
hallmark technological advance-
ments such as our SCS technolo-
gy and the many other patents and

protocols that comprise our
advanced color technologies.  

WILLERT: Our color product is
growing and the other product line
doing extremely well is remanu-
factured printers.

KATZ: The most popular HP
models (4250 and 4015) continue
to be big sellers. Transfer kits for
the newer and some older models
are always popular. In printer sales,
we find that the old workhorses –
the 4250 and 4350 – are still
favorites among our customers. 

WILLMES: We’re seeing more
acceptance of our color laser,
because the consumer looks at the
set cost of all four cartridges and
then gets sticker shock. It’s differ-
ent if you’re just replacing one
mono toner cartridge in a mono
printer. When you need to replace
all four cartridges, the consumer
is saying, I spent $400 for the
machine and OEM toners are
$500, so they’re eager for a good
value proposition. That’s trickling
down to the dealer who tries it and
[discovers] it works well. We’re
seeing that category growing year
over year much faster than mono.

WHITE: We continue to see
growth in high-capacity product
that has a lower cost per page and
fits into MPS. The growth of color
plays into that as well. Some of the
advances MSE has made with the
higher yield color products have
had pretty good market adoption
and we expect to see more of that
activity in the future. Resellers are
generally looking at whatever path
they can find to get a lower page
cost and the aftermarket addresses
a lot of that.

MARTIN: The ever changing
dynamic between the OEMs, the
aftermarket, resellers, and end-
users continues to be the hottest
topic in the market in Clover’s

opinion. It’s clear that the consis-
tent year- over-year growth that
defined the early years of the
imaging supplies market has
largely ended, and obtaining new
customers has become more diffi-
cult and more costly in the more
value-minded marketplace that
has established itself since the
economic collapse of 2008. In
response, both the OEMs and the
aftermarket have had to increase
their focus on defending their
existing customer bases. 

MEYERS: Color. The focus for
NCC over the past two years since
acquisition has been growth and
most of our growth is coming
from our color products.  

LOPARICH: Remanufactured
Xerox Phaser cartridges and
Lexmark BSD color cartridges.

Are there any product segments
or SKUs that are slowing down or
becoming more difficult to offer?

GOLDBERG: Not really; we all
know that at the OEM level stand-
alone mono is no longer a growth
area, but since MSE offers a true
OEM alternative product we can
grow it organically at the expense
of the OEM even if the overall 
pie isn’t growing. In addition, on
October 1 HP introduced a new
price hike on legacy items that
affect many main line mono and
color SKUs that are still in play.
Brother also announced similar
price increases in September on
main line mono items. We believe
that this might also cause a boost in
sales for these older items as deal-
ers seek refuge from these increas-
es and from declining OEM margins. 

WILLERT: The 4000s and 8100s
certainly are falling off [because
of obsolescence]. We still sell
quite a few of those, but no doubt
it is diminishing.

Aftermarket Roundtable:
What’s Hot, What’s Trending, and What’s New
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KATZ: Some of the older models, like
the HP 8100/8150 have parts that become
un-repairable if certain frames are bent or
pieces are broken. When the market was
flooded with these machines, it was easier
to find parts to rebuild, but as these
machines approach end of life, it’s often 
a challenge to be able to meet demand.

WHITE: I don’t think I can comment on
reman; the manufacturers can probably
give you greater context. I will say that
I’ve seen some activity and greater diver-
sification with non-HP engine products.
The aftermarket is focusing more on
Brother engines, Samsung engines, and
other manufacturers because the HP mar-
ket is saturated and fairly commoditized. 

MARTIN: Monochrome laser continues
to decline year over year and that appears
to be the driving factor behind the general
consensus that the industry itself is in de -
cline. What is often overlooked, however,
is the fact that the color laser market con-
tinues to grow. There remains a strong
market for high-quality, high-performance
color imaging supplies, and Clover’s abili-
ty to identify that opportunity and invest
in our color technology has been a key
driver in our success.
The investment Clover has made in

developing proprietary technologies in 
our color laser products has propelled sig-
nificant growth in that category, and will
continue as the investments we have made
are supplemented by the patented tech-
nologies and processes pioneered by
MSE, a company that has long been con-
sidered a leader in color technology that 
is now a part of the Clover family.
In addition, we feel it’s also important 

to note that there is still a significant oppor-
tunity for growth in the imaging supplies
market. The OEMs still dominate the mar-
ket both in terms of unit sales and revenue,
and there is a tremendous opportunity for
market-share growth by converting OEM
consumers to more cost effective, with high
quality, IP-cleared aftermarket supplies.

LOPARICH: Lexmark has made it chal-
lenging with their legal requirements so 
it has scared some suppliers and dealers,
but we have remanufactured product that
meets all legal requirements, including
BSD models. 

What trend or trends will have the biggest
impact on your business in 2015?

GOLDBERG: There is certainly a climate
of fear that has been perpetuated in the
global imaging aftermarket as a result of
rigorous IP actions and the impact of low-
cost, low-quality new compatible prod-
ucts. On the IP front, this might be a chal-
lenge that ultimately creates greater align-
ment between the legitimate aftermarket
(that respects OEM IP and that remanufac-
tures spent OEM cores as allowed by the
repair doctrine) and OEMs. We saw signals
of this in 2014 with cooperation between
the ITC here in the U.S. and OEMs and
ETIRA in the EU. Low-cost infringing
products are equally deleterious to the
legitimate remanufacturing aftermarket
and OEMs alike, and hopefully this will
foster greater dialogue and cooperation.  

WILLERT: The remanufactured printer
side is going to have a huge impact as it
relates to improving the bottom line of our
dealers. I think it’s going to take off and have
a huge impact as more dealers figure out
how to fit it into existing or new contracts. 

KATZ: This is not an industry trend, but
the effect of major carriers transitioning 
to a dimensional weight billing model is
something that will have a significant
effect on our business. We are working
hard to minimize and compact our box
sizes so that the impact is minimal. 

WILLMES: The continued end user
adoption of MPS. Since 2005 the adoption
rate was slow; now, in my opinion, it’s
reached a tipping point. You have the copier
and printer OEMs offering programs to
capture that loyalty and end user, and you
have machine dealers and straight MPS
dealers that are now getting scale and don’t

even have to offer the machine or provide
local service. They’re learning how to
connect with service providers, so they
can offer a national MPS solution. In the
next year or two, MPS will gain adoption
and for Supplies Wholesalers to grow, we
have to align ourselves with that channel.

WHITE: The changes that HP made last
November and this coming November
will continue to have a big impact on the
reseller market. As a distributor who’s
almost sole business is in the printing space,
that’s been disruptive to our business. That’s
not necessarily a secret. That will cause
greater disruption this coming November
when they move resellers to qualified. 
There will be acquisition and consoli-

dation activity in the aftermarket and
we’re waiting to see what’s happening
with Clover and MSE. Both have histori-
cally been good partners for us and as a
larger entity will continue to be a great
partner. We’re waiting to see how some 
of the other acquisition and consolidation
activity will play out in the market. 

MARTIN: The increase in infringement
suits and other legal actions by the OEMs,
[the introduction of] business tools to
secure a competitive advantage, the con-
tinued focus on product development and
innovation to slow down the aftermarket,
and the evolution of MPS-centric strategies
are key drivers to future OEM success, and
therefore represent both the biggest chal-
lenges and most important opportunities
Clover faces. Of these, the most significant
is the increased focus by OEMs on enforc -
ing their intellectual property rights. Clover
is in full support of this, as it helps to rid
the industry of patent infringing products.  
Clover’s ability to anticipate these oppor -

tunities and challenges and to develop pro -
active strategies to address them remains 
a key driver in Clover’s success as well 
as in the success of our reseller partners.  

MEYERS: The continued growth in the
MPS segment will be a focus for us. Also,

Aftermarket Roundtable
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change in the way GSA contracts for goods
is something we’re watching closely.

LOPARICH: Specialty remanufacturing
of all brands of OEM drums.

What was the most significant program,
intiative, or offering you introduced in
2014? 

GOLDBERG: We rolled out MPS engi-
neered color which as stated above offers
the highest quality and highest yield options
in the market today. In addition, we are
looking to greatly diversify our product
offering and in October we rolled out a
line of higher quality, postal ink after-
market cartridges that will offer great
margin opportunities for our dealers.  

WILLERT: The printers have been big
and we rolled out our Performance 2.0,
which has been a huge success. With
training we have an app you can down-
load on iTunes, and we’ve had some 
success with that program.  

KATZ: The launch of our MPSClass
Printer line was a major initiative for us.
We used our knowledge from building

parts and printers to select what we
believe are the best models in their respec-
tive categories – color, monochrome and
multifunction. The printers are chosen
based on a number of criteria and we feel
our remanufactured models offer our deal-
ers the best shot at maximum profitability
in an MPS environment.

WILLMES: A big initiative for us in
2014, and we will expand upon it in 2015,
is interfacing our ERP with the dealer’s
ERPs. Whether it’s the ECi platforms, 
and we integrate with most of those, or an
ecommerce e-tailer who wants to send us
an XML file every day from his shopping
cart system, it’s just seamless integration.
That’s important. It eliminates errors and
lowers costs. 

WHITE: There are two product areas
that have been successful for us this year.
Printers are clearly an avenue where we’re
seeing substantial growth and we will
continue to see growth there in the future.
And parts; there’s been a disruption in the
parts business and more resellers that are

in MPS are managing their own service
and looking for consolidation. We need to
look at parts and hardware as a consolida-
tion of spend angle for the resellers that
we do business with. If they can aggregate
their spend with us, we can provide simi-
lar product and price benefits buying them
from us vs. X, I think that’s an added
value we can bring to the table and 
we’ve seen some success with that. 

MEYERS: In 2014 many of our new
offerings included extended yield options
that offer a more compelling price/cost
per page than OEM alternatives. We also
have extended our color catalog signifi-
cantly in 2014.

LOPARICH: Integrating our ERP system
to e-Automate with regard to Pinnacle
dealer invoices. That’s saving dealers
hours daily closing out sales orders, track-
ing, and customer invoicing, especially 
for drop-shipping. This is in addition to
our front-end integrated PO capture from
dealers. We have automated and integrated
the entire loop on the ordering process. �

Aftermarket Roundtable
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Going into 2014, there
was every indication that
it would be another busy

year for attorneys representing
hardware manufacturers. As last
year ended, Canon, Epson, HP,
Lexmark, and Samsung were
pursuing cases in either Europe
or in the United States, and some
had cases pending in both regions.
While some of these suits appear
to have been resolved, most of
the court actions filed by OEMs
during the past year or so contin-
ue to move forward. In fact, the
number of patent-infringement
cases now pending has grown
worldwide as Canon, HP, and
Samsung have all initiated new
suits in 2014.
The frenetic legal activity is 

an attempt by OEMs to curb the
proliferation of infringing car-
tridges that continue to flood the
world’s markets. Certain third-
party supplies manufacturers
have set up shop in regions where
intellectual-property laws gov-
erning copyrights, patents, and
trademarks either don’t exist or
are enforced laxly, if they are
enforced at all. The companies 
in question take advantage of the
lack of IP enforcement to manu-
facture ink and toner cartridges
that are simply copied from 
OEM originals. These freshly
minted, infringing cartridges,
which are often referred to sim-
ply as “clones,” are produced en
masse and shipped into regions
where IP protections are taken
seriously. Those importing and
marketing the clones must then
contend with the ire of the OEMs
and their lawyers.
Unfortunately, the situation is

not new. For roughly two decades,
OEMs have struggled to limit the
market opportunities for knock-

off consumables. Beginning in
the 1990s and right up to the
present, OEMs have battled with
firms in Europe and the U.S.
marketing cloned ink cartridges
and infringing toner containers
used in office devices.  More
recently, hardware manufacturers
have dedicated an increasing
amount of resources to protecting
markets from cloned all-in-one
toner cartridges that are employed
in desktop printers and MFPs. 

The European Theater
Historically, courts in Europe
have witnessed numerous law-
suits triggered by the sale of dig-
ital-imaging supplies that were
eventually proven to encroach on
OEM IP. Since the beginning of
the new century, Canon, Epson,
and HP have all prevailed in
hard-fought legal battles waged
in European courts over infring-
ing ink cartridges including those
marketed under some of the
region’s leading brands such as
Jet Tec and Pelikan. All of three
OEMs mentioned above remain
active in the region. Last summer,
Epson settled a case with one of
Europe’s largest vendors of com-
patible Epson tanks, Dynamic
Cassette International Limited
(DCI), which markets Jet Tec
products. DCI has since stopped
marketing new ink tanks for
Epson machines. Similarly, over
the past couple of years HP has
settled cases in Germany and
Poland, which has resulted in the
removal of millions of infringing
HP ink cartridges from various
markets.
While Canon has also had

some success in the past of rid-
ding European markets of cloned
ink cartridges, more recently the
firm has focused on companies

marketing infringing consum-
ables for its electrophotographic
devices. The company has
reached out-of-court settlements
with several UK-based distribu-
tors resolving IP-infringement
claims related to toner bottles used
in imageRUNNER machines. In
September 2013, Canon settled
with Allcopy Products U.K.
Limited, which markets compati-
ble toner containers along with
copier parts. In late 2013 and
early 2014, Canon reached simi-
lar settlements with two other
UK-based distributors, Parsia
International Limited and PPC
Solutions. The accused firms
each agreed to cease importing
and marketing the infringing
toner bottles.
Canon is also asserting its

patent rights on all-in-one car-
tridges used in HP- and Canon-
branded desktop printers and
MFPs. As HP’s supplier of laser
print engines, Canon owns much
of the IP found in LaserJet-brand
machines and cartridges. Canon
claims various companies are
marketing cartridges across
Europe that infringe European
patent number 2 087 407, which
covers technology in “process
cartridge, electrophotographic
image forming apparatus, and
electrophotographic photosensi-
tive drum unit.”
Canon filed its first suit related

to the 2 087 407 patent in April
against Aster Technology Holland
B.V. in the District Court of The
Hague. The Venlo-based firm is
the Chinese manufacturer Aster
Graphics’ European distribution,
marketing, and sales arm. The
accused Aster products are replace-
ment toner cartridges employed
in various LaserJet printers. After

OEMs Search for Infringing Products
on Both Sides of the Atlantic
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its original filing, Canon amended its
complaint before The Hague to include
Seine (Holland) B.V. formerly known 
as Nine star Image (Holland) B.V.  Seine
Holland is the overseas sales company for
the Seine and Ninestar group of companies. 
After filing complaints in the Dutch

court, Canon then moved on to initiate
similar suits in other European countries
related to the 2 087 407 patent. In May,
the OEM sued wta Carsten Weser GmbH
and KMP PrintTechnik AG in the German
District Court of Dus̈seldorf. Canon later
added Thomas Zenkel, who owns the
domain tintenalarm.de, to the Dus̈seldorf
case. In the Paris First Instance Court,
Canon sued Zephyr SAS, whose trade
name is Green Eco, along with Aster
Graphics Company Limited. In the High
Court of Justice of England and Wales,
Canon filed suit against European
Cartridge Warehouse Limited and Printer
Supplies Technology Limited and returned
a few weeks later to add Badger Office
Supplies Limited, Inkjet Direct Limited,
and Greentrees Inter national Limited to
the defendant list. As the summer closed,
Canon filed a complaint in Russia with
the Moscow City Economic Court claim-
ing that X-Com Shop Ltd. sold infringing
toner cartridges at www.xcom-shop.ru.

Samsung’s European Campaign
Like Canon, Samsung has been active in
courts across Europe. In 2013, attorneys
for the Korean firm filed the first lawsuits
I am aware of from the OEM in Europe
against distributors selling clones. In
Germany, a Munich court awarded
Samsung preliminary injunctions against
seven unnamed distributors last
November prohibiting them from selling
infringing new-build compatible toner
cartridges. The enjoined products were
alleged to infringe European patents 1
975 744 and 2 357 537, which cover car-
tridges used in the color Samsung CLP-
610/620 series and monochrome ML-
1660 series, respectively. Also alleged to
be violated were European patents 2 325
701 and EP 2 256 559, which cover the
designs for cartridges used in color laser
printers such as the CLP-310, CLP-320,
and CLP-360.
Several weeks after filing complaints in

the Munich court, Samsung alleged four
resellers were selling patent-infringing
toner cartridges in the Netherlands and
filed for injunctions in The Hague. The
firms included Digital Revolution, which
operates the website www.123inkt.nl and
Maxperian and sells cartridges on various

other websites. Samsung also sued Print
About, which operates the www.print-
about.nl site and Yorcom Computers and
runs the www.yorcom.nl website. No word
has been given as to the outcome of the
case in Holland, but in August Samsung
requested that the District Court of Munich
issue additional injunctions against anoth-
er six unnamed German resellers. 
The latest case before the Munich court

involves marketing illegal, newly manufac-
tured toner cartridges for use in Samsung’s
CLP-310/CLX-3170, CLP- 320/CLX-
3180, CLP-365/CLX-3305, Xpress M2825/
M4025 2875 and ProXpress/4075 series
devices, which are the same cartridges at
the center of earlier complaints. The
SKUs in question are alleged to infringe
European patent 2397914 B1, which is
related to the patents that the OEM
claims were violated in its earlier suits.
In addition to its court filings in

Germany and the Netherlands, Samsung
reportedly dispatched warning letters to
European resellers of Uprint cartridges
alleging potential IP violations. The
report came from The Recycler, a trade
publication that caters to the European
remanufacturing industry. Based in
France, Uprint has approximately 250

OEMs Search for Infringing Products 
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Vendors in Western markets
are well advised to keep a
close eye on the various 

pending suits to see if any of
their suppliers are involved. 

It is a company’s responsibility
to ensure that it does not 
market infringing products 

and ignorance is no excuse. 
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resale partners in the region. Samsung
claims a total of a dozen Uprint cartridges
infringe European patents 2 325 701 B1
and 2 037 327 B1, which relate to ink
and/or toner-supplying apparatus and
methods for the ink and/or toner supply.
Samsung had demanded an “adequate
reply” by April 14 but the deadline came
and went without any further action that I
know of from Samsung. We’ll have to see
what happens next.

On This Side Of The Pond
While Samsung has not filed any suits
that I am aware of in the U.S., Canon is
suing a number of third-party supplies
vendors in federal court, alleging they
have encroached on IP similar to that
involved in its European cases. Canon has
also requested that the U.S. International
Trade Commission (ITC) investigate the
widespread importation of infringing car-
tridges for sale in the U.S. At one point,
more than 30 firms were accused of in -
fringing nine Canon patents, which cover
technologies found in a coupling used to
rotate drums in the latest Canon and HP
toner cartridges. The OEM has dropped
some of the defendants from the case as
well as a couple of patents, but the scope
of the matter remains significant. Canon’s
case in federal court is stayed until the
ITC determines the extent to which the
OEM’s business has suffered because of
the infringing imports. If Canon can prove
that imported infringing cartridges have
adversely affected its toner cartridge
sales, the commission may issue a gener-
al exclusion order (GEO) and restrict the
flow of products into the U.S. market to
alleviate the harm done to the OEM. 
At the present moment, Canon seems

to be making good progress in its case
before the commission. Nine firms in the
ITC matter have currently been ruled as
in default. Some are challenging that
determination, however, so the final num-
ber of defaulting firms may be lower. The
OEM appears to be prevailing in federal
court as well. At this time, I know of at
least eight defendants that have settled
the federal case with Canon. I would
expect an initial ruling from the ITC early
next year. If a GEO is ordered, it should
be in place before next summer, at which
time the case in federal court will move

forward if defendants elect to challenge
Canon’s claims.
While Canon is pursuing those that

would infringe its gear patents, HP filed a
couple of suits in 2014 against firms alleged
to have violated its chip IP. In June, the
OEM filed suit in the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of California
against Datel Holdings, a UK-based firm
with U.S. subsidiaries. HP alleges that the
firm stole trade secrets by cracking the
code used in chips found on certain HP
inkjet cartridges. Datel then designed its
own third-party replacement chips for use
on non-HP compatible ink tanks. Accord -
ing to HP, Datel shared its designs with
other companies, including firms that man-
ufacture chips used on clone cartridges.  
HP has asked the court to rule that Datel

misappropriated trade secrets and it seeks
injunctions prohibiting the defendants from
using those trade secrets. Specifically, HP
wants the court to stop the unauthorized
manufacture and sale of chips for the HP
930 and 950 inkjet cartridges. HP is seek-
ing over $30 million in damages “plus the
amount that Defendants were unjustly
enriched by their misappropriation of
HP’s trade secrets.” The OEM also asked
the court to declare the misappropriation
of trade secrets willful and malicious. If
successful, such a ruling would double
HP’s actual losses plus award it other
costs and attorneys’ fees. 
At the end of August, Datel enter a

motion to dismiss the case arguing that
for various reasons HP cannot prove that
Datel misappropriated trade secrets and it
is not plausible that the chipmakers did
such a deed. No ruling has been handed
regarding the motion.

HP vs. APEX and Ninestar
On October 6, HP initiated another law-
suit involving chips at the same Northern
California federal court hearing the Datel
matter.  This time, HP named various
Ninestar companies in the U.S. and 
China as defendants along with the
Zhuhai, China-based chipmaker Apex
Microelectronics Co. The OEM alleges
the firms marketed chips and finished car-
tridges that violate U.S. patents 6,089,687
(‘687), 6,264,301 (‘301), and 6,454,381
(‘381). Specifically, HP claims that Apex
chips for use with the HP 564, 920,

932/933, 950/951, or 970 series ink tanks
along with Ninestar’s compatible equiva-
lent tanks infringe one or more of the
three patents in question.
This is not the first time that HP has

accused Ninestar of infringing certain
patents asserted in the new lawsuit. In
2006, HP sued Ninestar and various dis-
tributors for infringing seven patents,
including the ‘687 and ‘301 patents. In
addition to the earlier case being filed in
the district court, HP requested that the
ITC investigate the matter. The lawsuit
was eventually settled in March 2007,
and Ninestar acknowledged the validity
of the patents-in-suit and agreed to pull
its infringing compatible inkjet cartridges
from the U.S. market. The ITC also ulti-
mately awarded HP a GEO. 
Given the history of Ninestar and the

HP patents in question, it seems like the
firm has a lot at stake in this case. If
Ninestar is indeed selling infringing car-
tridges, it is doing so in violation of its
2007 agreement. Moreover, if HP’s alle-
gations prove to be true, both Ninestar
and Apex would seem to be flouting the
ITC’s GEOs. As of this writing, I was not
aware of HP involving the ITC but these
are early days yet. Such a complaint may
well be forth coming.

Stand By!
All of the cases I’ve discussed could have
huge implications for companies that
market supplies in the U.S. and Europe.
Canon’s decision to conduct parallel U.S.
and European lawsuits is likely to yield
evidence in one region that can be used in
cases being tried in other courts. If this is
true, the due diligence being done in
preparation pending in European courts may
very well provide the OEM with evidence
to strengthen its cases in the U.S. or to
add new defendants. The same is true for
Samsung. Although the giant Korean
OEM has yet to file any lawsuits related
to its printer supplies in the U.S., it may
decide to move on legal action here based
on what the discovery phase of its
European cases yield.

OEMs Search for Infringing Products 
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The stakes are high for the
HP defendants as well. As
noted, Datel stands to lose a
lot of money if it is found to
have willfully and maliciously
stolen HP’s trade secrets.
Obviously, writing a check for
$60+ million will put severe
strain on the firm’s resources. 
Of all the defendants in HP

cases, however, it seems to me
that Ninestar has the most to
lose. In 2009, a judge at the ITC
found that the Chinese firm had
“egregiously” violated a GEO
issued on Epson cartridges. The
judge slapped Ninestar with a
$20,504,974.16 fine for the in -
fraction, the largest fine at the
time ever levied by the ITC.
The fine was eventually lowered
to $11.1 million, which, inci-
dentally, I don’t think has been
paid yet. What would the com-
missioners do if they found the
firm to be ignoring its orders

again? At the very least, the
Chinese firm will be forced to
pony up the past fine along
with even more cash. Presum -
ably, U.S. authorities will also
closely scrutinize Ninestar’s
products in the future, which
may delay the importation of
legitimate products as well as
limit the access of Ninestar’s
clones to the U.S. market. Apex,
which has some legal affilia-
tion with Ninestar, is also like-
ly to incur the wrath of the
commission if it is determined
to have violated the GEO
issued in 2007. Like Ninestar,
it seems likely that the free
flow of Apex chips into the
U.S. will be curtailed to some
degree if HP proves its case.
Clearly, markets in the West

will be materially influenced
by the ongoing cases noted
above. Vendors in Western
markets are well advised to

keep a close eye on the various
pending suits to see if any of
their suppliers are involved. It
is a company’s responsibility to
ensure that it does not market
infringing products and igno-
rance is no excuse. Monitoring
suppliers is not just prudent in
terms of avoiding supply-chain
disruptions, it may keep a ven-
dor out of a devastating legal

mess. More than one firm has
been forced to fold up its tent
after being sued for selling in -
fringing consumables. Hopefully,
that will not continue and the
number of firms caught selling
clones will drop in 2015. It
seems unlikely, however, given
all the attention that infringing
cartridges are getting from
OEM legal teams these days.�

OEMs Search for Infringing Products 
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Business Profile

When one recaps the his-
tory of the compatibles
market, someway,

somehow, Bob Willmes’ name is
likely to come up. After all, he’s
been doing this for 30 years, and
although he may not describe
himself as an industry pioneer, he
was one of the first selling com-
patible products, even if in the
early days his primary focus was
floppy disks. 
Supplies Wholesalers, the

company he founded in 2010, is
on a mission to provide excellent
value to an array of dealers and
resellers scattered across all 50
states. Supplies Wholesalers’
inventory encompasses more than
3,000 different products, includ-
ing laser toners, inkjet cartridges,
fax cartridges, POS ribbons,
maintenance kits, copier toners,
laptop batteries, and chargers. 
The products stocked by

Supplies Wholesalers are known
for their high quality and are
warranted to be free from defects
in material, workmanship, and
performance for a period of one
year from the date of purchase.
Another plus is that its compati-
bles have an impressive overall
defect rate of only one percent,
and are ISO 9001/14001 certified
with most toners STMC certified.
For added customer confidence,
life-cycle testing ensures page
yields are at least equal to the

OEM cartridge along with 
similar print quality. 

It’s All about Greater
Profitability
Supplies Wholesalers has a well-
earned reputation, too, for help-
ing its customers enjoy greater
profitability. That’s achieved by
providing them with a competi-
tive price, the aforementioned
low defect rates, which helps
lower their costs and allows them
to maintain customers as well as
a one-stop shopping experience. 
“We offer a full selection so

they don’t have to place four
PO’s and their customers receive
three or four different packages
from three or four different ven-
dors,” states Willmes.
Customers can also rely on

Supplies Wholesalers for a high
order fill rate—at least 98+ per-
cent on a first-time basis without
counting back-order fulfillment.
“That’s a high-value proposition!”
exclaims Willmes. “We have
enough volume to source right.”
The BTA channel, for one,

relies on Supplies Wholesalers 
to meet their compatible needs as
do e-com retailers and traditional
office supplies dealers/contract
stationers. The company also
does business with smaller
wholesalers and is seeing a huge
uptick in business among MPS
dealers. “Since the beginning of

Supplies Wholesalers we’ve been
focused on working with MPS
dealers,” states Willmes. “We’ve
really done well with them.”
That said, Supplies Whole -

salers does not offer an MPS
solution. “We just offer a good
value proposition on the most
important cost for a dealer when
running and managing their MPS
platform, which is the toner,”
emphasizes Willmes. 
If that’s the reason why MPS

dealers choose Supplies Whole -
salers, what about everybody else?
“It’s the value proposition,”

responds Willmes. “We are a
one-stop shop. Besides stocking
more than 3,000 compatible
aftermarket SKUs, we stock big
volumes. We always have over
500,000 compatible cartridges 
in stock.”

Best of Breed Sourcing
With its volume, Supplies Whole -
 salers has the luxury to take
advantage of best of breed sourc-
ing. “And we do,” says Willmes.
“That’s key because about 1,500
of the SKUs come from China,
making up about 80 percent of
our volume. The remaining 20
percent is domestically sourced.”
Whether it’s a US-based or

China-based source for HP color
toner, Ricoh, Xerox, or Lexmark
as well as niche products, the
emphasis is always on best of
breed. Even though it’s a chal-
lenge finding those products,
that’s a big reason why Supplies
Whole salers has been growing
since its inception. “We hold our
factory’s feet to the fire from a
consistent quality standpoint,”
states Willmes. 
The company has a monthly

defect report and analyzes every

Supplies Wholesalers: 
A Legacy of Good Value
  

continued on page 37

Supplies Wholesalers’
Total Value Proposition
• Incredible breadth of 

product, offering 3,000+
compatible items

• Extremely competitive 
shipping rates, including
Free FedEx ground shipping
on orders over $200 

• Same-day shipping and blind
drop ship options available

• Private Label and Custom
Label options available

• Distribution centers located
in Memphis, TN and Reno,
NV

• High quality products with
an overall defect rate of 
only 1%

• Exemplary customer service
• In-house tech support
• EDI and ERP Integrations

now available 
• New Reno distribution 

center adding extra coverage
for shipping times, now
delivering to 85% of the U.S.
population within 1-2 days
by ground

Bob Willmes
CEO & Founder
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return. After verifying that it
was their product, the car-
tridge is weighed to determine
exactly what percentage was
consumed. In addition, every
cartridge has a code so Supplies
Wholesalers can identify
which factory supplied it. 
“Then we want to know the

reason for the defect,” says
Willmes. “Every month we
report a detailed list by car-
tridge to the factory so we can
be fully credited and show any
spikes. If we start buying HP
color from a factory in China
and see a spike, we determine
why and what’s been done to
fix it. We hold them account-
able every month.”

In-House Tech Support
Customers also appreciate
Supplies Wholesalers’ in-
house tech support depart-
ment, which has an extensive
database for all products it
markets. A special phone line
is answered by the following
greeting: “You have reached
Tech Support, this is Monica,
how can I help you?” 
This is an added service

Supplies Wholesalers extends
to customers and their end-
users. According to Willmes,
in most cases there is a “fix”
that can be provided in the
field, preventing a costly
return while preserving a
client’s customer’s confidence
in the product. 

A Growing Force in the
Compatibles Market
Asked to identify the biggest
difference between Supplies
Wholesalers today and when

he started the company a few
years ago, Willmes cites
scale. “Importing is a volume
proposition so it’s difficult 
in the beginning. You need 
to know where to go, who’s
good, and who’s bad. And
you need capital and have to
invest in inventory and infra-
structure, otherwise you’re
just another one of these L.A.
importers whose brother has a
factory, and they come and go.”
Supplies Wholesalers has a

strong internal infrastructure,
which is another reason for
the company’s consistent
growth. Willmes has been
there done that before, having
founded and grown four dif-
ferent companies in this seg-
ment. “Each time you learn
from your mistakes and you
try to do it better the next
time,” he notes. “With
Supplies Wholesalers we’ve
done that. We’ve gotten scale
quickly and a good infrastruc-
ture—most of our managers
have been with me for 10+
years, some 25 years; you
need good people.”

Tracking the Trends
The office imaging industry
has seen a lot of changes over

the past 30 years, but one
trend that Willmes currently
sees having a serious effect on
the business is end-user adop-
tion of MPS. “MPS was com-
ing on when I was exiting the
business in 2005,” he recalls,
“however, the adoption rate
was slow. Now, in my opinion
it’s reached a tipping point.
You have the copier and print-
er OEMs offering programs to
capture that loyalty and end-
user. You have machine deal-
ers and straight MPS dealers
now that are getting scale and
don’t even have to offer the
machine and don’t have to
offer local service. They’re
learning how to connect with
service providers so they can
offer a national MPS solution.”
That’s good news for

Supplies Wholesalers and its
customers. “In the next year
or two, MPS will gain adop-
tion and for Supplies Whole -
salers to grow, we have to
align ourselves with that
channel,” emphasizes Willmes.

Centers of Distribution
In an industry where customer
service rules and speed is of
the essence, Supplies Wholes -
alers’ customers know that

when one of their clients need
product quickly, they can
count on Supplies Wholesalers
to deliver,  thanks to a busi-
ness model centered around
fast and economical ground
shipping. “When we started in
2010 you could still air ship as
a standard, but now with fuel
prices continuing to increase
air shipping has become cost
prohibitive even if you’re on 
a hub like us,” states Willmes.
“To be competitive we have 
to be able to ship more of our
products ground in that one-
to two-day sweet spot.” 
It’s been a terrific year at

Supplies Wholesalers thanks
in large part to a new distribu-
tion center in Reno to com-
plement its Memphis distribu-
tion center. “We have seen the
business increase because we
can deliver to 85 percent of the
country in one to two days via
FedEx Ground,” states Willmes. 
FedEx ground shipping is

free for orders over $200 while
second-day air is a flat $13.50
rate. Overnight delivery costs
are $19.50 flat. Economy ground
is also available from $3.50. 

Future Focus
To serve customers even bet-
ter and hit that sweet spot of
one- to two-day delivery even
harder, the company is looking

continued on page 54
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Charles Lamb Managed Services

How is it that some people
embrace change so will-
ingly and use it to launch

and maintain success while others
seem to run from it and refuse to
implement it? I’m always amazed
how long someone will tread the
same path over and over without
the slightest consideration that
the path may need repaving or
must head in a completely new
direction to be able to attract 
and maintain high traffic.
Let’s face it; business owners

are not timid when sales are roll -
ing in. It’s probably their expert
plan and leadership that is driv-
ing the results. When sales are
slow or less than desirable, it’s
someone else’s fault! Do I hear
an Amen! And who will get the
ax if sales doesn’t improve? A
strong contributor to weak sales
can be the failure of a company
to re-engineer its path and
change direction as necessary.
What brought you to the dance

and what used to work doesn’t
mean it will work today. No one
person has all the answers. There -
fore, most business owners would
benefit from strong leadership and
expertise to help them design and
guide ongoing transformation.
What’s most important: sales
results! If your sales results are
less than desirable and you’re out
of ideas, you need to find some-
one smart.
Often, when things aren’t going

well, some business owners wait
way too long to reach out for help.
When asked why, their reasons
might surprise you as many share
a prideful, stubborn or arrogant
position. Why is it they ask their
customers to continually up date
to new technology solutions,
while they themselves sit in the
same ole dream, year after year,

without adopting healthy trans-
formation strategies? No matter
how successful you are, in most
cases implementing an effective
transformation strategy will take
you well beyond where you are
today. Some dealers will share
certain problems (usually high
cost concerns) with their manu-
facturer and others gather their
colleagues and powwow to seek
solutions to common concerns,
but many do nothing at all. Our
saying for that in Texas is, “You
look like a cow staring at a new
gate!” A cow that walks the same
path every single day will be
frozen in a stare when a new gate
is installed; they know that there’s
something different, but they
don’t know what it is and more
than likely they’re afraid of it.
How often is it that you’re 

able to find someone who really
understands your challenges, and
can deliver insightful, valuable
solutions specifically designed
for you? Yes, manufacturers do
care that you are healthy, wealthy,
and wise, but their business
model is paramount over yours.
They move boxes every month
and to be in their favor, you must
be moving your share. Other
dealers may share how they’ve
worked through similar problems
to yours, but there are so many
factors and differences from one
dealership to another. Often
what’s good for one doesn’t fit
another. When transformation,
change or improvement is what
you’re really after, you must find
an expert who can focus on
improving YOUR COMPANY,
YOUR PROCESSES, YOUR
PROFITS with no other influ-
ences or ulterior motives.
Another popular phrase I hear

from troubled dealers is, “We’re

working on transforming and
rebranding our company, we will
get with you as soon as we finish
that!” These are the words of some-
one who doesn’t understand where
to inject a business sales consult-
ant into a change or transforma-
tion program. I sometimes think
it might as well be said this way:

“As soon as we redesign our
current plan that doesn’t
work, to a new plan that

won’t work, we’ll call you to
help us launch, implement
and assume responsibility

for our new plan!”

What can I say?
A great consultant will bring

worlds of experience to deliver
the high quality expertise needed
to mitigate the risks or challenges
you face while providing the
shortest path to repair or success.
Serious problems really need

the right fix, RIGHT NOW. As
quickly as possible, they need an
expert diagnosis to address and
STOP what is harming the busi-
ness, while the proper plan is
developed. The initial diagnosis
and discoveries often are very
telling as to what the real prob-
lems are and to the skill level of
the current leadership.
Many businesses have ignored

things for so long that a turn-
around may take more than a year,
if it’s possible at all. Often their
perception is that hiring a con-
sultant is expensive, so they may
not see that as an option. Others
believe their problems are so
unique, there’s no way an out-
sider could understand. I suggest
to you, in most cases, a consultant
will be less expensive than letting
problems run their course. It’s

Are You Your Own Worst Enemy?

Change!
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very probable that your issues are not
unique. If you hire the right help, an
experienced consultant can diagnose and
implement a great solution, in much less
time than most business owners could. 
Some business owners believe they’re

too big to fail, but the larger the business,
the larger the payroll, so it really doesn’t
matter what size you are. Stressed and
sluggish sales exist in companies of all
sizes. It’s more than healthy to get outside
advice so don’t wait until things are on
the rocks or so late you can’t afford it.
Advancing your company’s value and

implementing change is what great busi-
ness owners have always done and con-
tinually do. When you do engage a con-
sultant be clear in what you want and
then be willing to implement the changes
that align with your ultimate goals.
Amazingly, the very people who hire a
consultant often become the strongest
opponents to recommended changes. It’s
typically because the Dealer Principal is
the creator of everything that exists today.
Letting someone from the outside suggest
changes to “their baby” can be difficult.
For some, this is hard to swallow and may
not always be welcome and at times may
result in a significant battle to stop the
bleeding. Surprisingly, many people refuse
to implement proven practice programs.
Have you ever watched the TV show

where bar owners engage a very success-
ful bar and business consultant to help
their failing business? When the consult-
ant points out all of the key areas where
they’re going wrong, their pride and emo-
tions often keep them from applying the
necessary changes and they refuse to
accept his help or implement his sugges-

tions. It’s only until they engage in heat-
ed, face-to-face exchanges do they realize
that the consultant is right and they are
wrong. Then the mending process begins
as they start to implement his proven
processes and best practices.
It’s not uncommon for a consultant to

discover that the dealer’s greatest failure
point is the dealer themselves. Like in the
TV show, consultants find themselves in 
a power struggle hearing all of the reasons
why things shouldn’t change, even while
the business continues to fail.
I do understand the emotion that sur-

rounds change, as you can imagine the
leaders of each company have devoted
their entire lives to their business. How -
ever, being the author of the current mess
(if it is a mess) doesn’t eliminate the harm
that one might be doing by rejecting out-
side advice and not fixing what’s wrong. In
business and sales I see good and bad in
multiples and just like a doctor during flu
season, when someone is complaining of
chills, fever, and stomach issues, it doesn’t
take a brain surgeon to know that you prob-
ably have the flu! It’s the same in business;
I get to see all of the weak and achy sales
results and the great news is you can be
healed. It will take more than just an
aspirin and it will probably take some time
to recuperate. But the prognosis is good!
I’ve seen so many sales challenges over

and over that are common from companies
within our industry. Although these chal-
lenges may seem overwhelming at times,
just like the flu doctor, there are remedies
and/or strategies already built to eliminate
just about any negative effect they may
cause. On almost every issue when driving
sales excellence, there is an answer; you

just have to be willing to seek expert advice.
Are you your own worst enemy when it

comes to change? Let’s review just a few
of the situations I continually encounter
and the repair for each. As you can imag-
ine, there are many paths to restoration;
however, these cases and their specific
repair fit the owner’s business objectives.
I welcome you to compare these to possi-
ble challenges you may be experiencing.
1. One of the most popular situations for
“failure to change” is when neither the
business owner nor sales leader knows
how to manage sales well. These are
often the guys who started the business
and are probably better at individual
sales than they are in a sales leadership
role. This is a simple fix: if you don’t
have the proper sales leadership talent
in-house, hire it and get things rolling.

2. Very often I see dealer principals who
don’t empower the sales leader with the
appropriate authority. This almost always
invites end-around conversations, (sales
rep to the owner bypassing the sales
leader). This is usually a sign of one 
of two things: either the company isn’t
ready for the sales leader role to be put
into place, or the dealer principal has
put an under-qualified person in the job
of sales leader. Either way, this is not
good. If the timing and sales leadership
is right, you must enforce the chain 
of command. Failing to change this 
situation undermines the sales leader’s
authority and makes it impossible for
them to be seen as someone to be
taken seriously. Install the right sales
leader and empower them to succeed.

Are You Your Own Worst Enemy? Change!

continued on page 42
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3. Recently, a Dealer Principal told me,
“My comp plan for the sales reps isn’t
really right, so next year I’m going to
change it!” REALLY?! FIX IT NOW
and don’t let an incorrect comp plan
ruin the rest of your year. No matter
how much you sell, a comp plan that
isn’t right will never sell what it could!
Don’t be stingy—creating the right
comp plan creates excitement and
momentum and should promote the
behavior you need to drive sustainable
opportunity. If your comp plan doesn’t
generate enthu siasm and success, you
should change it now.

4. Here’s one I love, when the Dealer
Principal or Sales Leader says, “The
reps know what they need to do, so they
just need to get out there and do it!”
This is absolutely caused by lack of
leadership. Sales reps need and deserve
effective instruction and leadership.
Tell them what you want and why you
want it and then lead them to success.

5. As companies maintain their course, 
a serious area lacking change is their

website. Recently my marketing team
pulled up 50 websites from the indus-
try and we found that over 35 of them
looked like they hadn’t been updated
since the day they were created. Many
of the links didn’t work, spelling and
grammar were incorrect and most of
the 35 were seriously less than com-
petitive. If you want to lose business
without trying, let your website be
stale and outdated. Your website should
be superior and inviting, and your
home page should speak directly to
your number one target. Present your
company as the leader in the industry.

6. Killing business with an elephant. It’s
no surprise that every dealer wants to
win large deals. Most recently, I worked
with a dealer who landed an account so
large that the install took all hands on
deck, even the sales team. Although
they chalked it up as a fantastic win, it
may have created a giant loss. The fact
is, it required everyone in the company
to get the install done and starved sales
activity for 9 months. Ultimately, with

no other sales on the board, and using
every ounce of cash and credit to put
the deal together, they worked them-
selves into a position where they were
out of money and out of time. I get two
or three calls a month where a large
client is wanting out of a deal because
the dealer isn’t capable of delivering
the necessary support that they need.
The SLAs associated with these larger
deals can be so demanding it can stretch
your organization way too thin and in -
jure your reputation with that account
and many others. As you build your
market strategy, build it on realistic and
obtainable goals and no matter how nice
a deal looks, be sure that it’s REALLY
a good deal for your company. 
Any company that wants to lead their

marketplace in the office technology
industry must adopt a healthy “change”
policy. Your ability to right the wrongs
and fix anything that demands change is 
a best practice for success.
When something doesn’t position you

or your company to win, change it! �

Are You Your Own Worst Enemy? Change!





Scott Woolfolk, president of
DOCUmation of San
Antonio, a dealership

formed by the merger of two San
Antonio companies in 1997, has
spent the last 28 years in the
office imaging industry. He con-
siders himself fortunate to be part
of such a vibrant industry and
successful organization. 
Since 1997, DOCUmation has

expanded into Austin, Bryan/
College Station, Houston, Dallas-
Fort Worth, Waco, Kerrville and
Harlingen, Texas. Woolfolk credits
president and CEO Him Sheffield,
who with his team fueled the
growth in those markets outside of
San Antonio. “He probably grew
these markets without acquisition
faster than anyone else in the 
history of the business,” states
Woolfolk. “He started with zero
and in nine years grew his side [of
the business to] over $50 million.”
DOCUmation’s San Antonio

location is doing $24-$26 million
in business a year and still growing
while all the locations combined
generate more than $74 million in
business yearly. The company has
also grown thanks in large part to
John Barbieri who heads up all
back office operations and brought
aboard what Woolfolk describes
as “unbelievable talent” from
IKON to stabilize the substantial
growth over the years. Barbieri
served as marketplace president
for IKON for years and joined the
DOCUmation team in 2007.
Even though DOCUmation

sells Ricoh, Konica Minolta, and
Kyocera products, the focus is
more on solutions and services.
It’s also on a mission to provide
the best possible customer experi-
ence, from initial business assess-
ment to service and support after
the installation. To support this

goal, DOCUmation has assem-
bled a team of business profes-
sionals whose responsibility is
analyzing customer needs and
integrating technology into their
organizations.
Recently, I spent 20 minutes

talking to Woolfolk about DOCU-
mation’s business model, where he’s
seeing success in the San Antonio
market, and where he sees the
business growing going forward.

How’s business?
WOOLFOLK: It’s going extremely
well; we’ve had double-digit
growth every year since we started. 

What segments of the business
are doing particularly well for you?
WOOLFOLK: Our mid segment
just continues to be strong. Segment
3 and Segment 4 tend to be good
areas for us to compete in.

Are there any solutions or services
areas doing better than others?
WOOLFOLK: We’re definitely a
solutions company. That continues
to be a focal point of our compa-
ny and continues to grow year in
and year out. 

What segments of the business
would you like to see do better? 
WOOLFOLK: Our biggest growth
area is going to come with the
graphical production printing.
That’s going to be a big focus for
us moving forward. We can do 
a better job with that.

You sell both Ricoh and Konica
Minolta, so you’re well positioned
in production, aren’t you?
WOOLFOLK: Our primary vendor
in production is Ricoh. We use
Konica Minolta more for graphi-
cal color. We pick and choose
what we’re going to carry from
the Konica Minolta line and feel
their products are outstanding for

some applications. 

If you can generalize, who are
your customers?
WOOLFOLK: That’s a part of
what makes our channel so unique
because we can service very small
customers. At one time we consid-
ered ourselves to be a mid-major
company because we were going
after fleets. We define mid-major
as a company that has not grown
to the size where they have a ded-
icated purchasing agent on staff.
That was a robust area for us
because they could almost out-
source to us and we could provide
fleet management for them. Over
the years we’ve grown into where
we’re now taking on the very large
customers and major accounts, in -
cluding some nationwide accounts.
That’s been a sweet spot for us. 

Why do you think those big 
customers choose you versus a
competitor?
WOOLFOLK: You’d think they’d
want to deal directly with the
manufacturer, but we’ve found
quite the contrary. We just do such
a better job and provide them
with that one throat to choke.
They can pick up the phone and
talk to our senior representative
and have a down line of support
people available to them. 
There’s no one better to take

care of an account than an inde-
pendent dealer. We just do a bet-
ter job of being more responsive.
There’s no finger pointing, or I
need permission, or I need to run
this up the ladder. Our people are
empowered to make a decision.
We make it clear to Corporate
America that they’re in good
hands with us because we say
what we’re going to do when
we’re going to do it. 

Celebrating Solutions  
with DOCUmation’s Scott Woolfolk 
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Scott Woolfolk
President of 
DOCUmation



•  Hewlett-Packard
•  Brother
•  Canon
•  Dell
•  Epson
•  Fujitsu
•  IBM
•  Konica
•  Kyocera

•  Lexmark
•  Minolta
•  Okidata
•  Panasonic
•  Ricoh
•  Sharp
•  Toshiba
•  Xerox
•  Many more!

Broad Line of

Products
Outstanding

Service
Technical

Support

TSAworld consistently provides the highest quality, domestically
remanufactured fusers, maintenance kits backed by the best 
warranty in the industry; largest inventory of quality tools, tool
bags, cleaners, lubricants, disposables, and vacuums (custom
tool kits available); broadest line of printer, copier, and scanner
parts with proprietary sourcing for many hard to find parts;  

Our Technical Support and Customer Service team averages over 20 years industry experience and is ready to assist 

world
ph: 1.800.633.6626
em: sales@tsaworld.com
fax: 1.800.635.5388

web: www.tsaworld.com

service. experience. innovation.

The Quality Supplier
The Supplier of Choice for All 
Your Copier and Printer Needs.

world

Canon
FM3-1278E

Brother
LU1390001K

TSA/
ACTK-SS

Epson
E-2121325
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Our priorities are based on
three different criteria. Number
one is what’s best for the cus-
tomer. Two is what’s best for
our em ployees and three is
profits. If we feel we take care
of number one and number
two, number three takes care
of itself. 

DOCUmation focuses on the
assessment and the solution
and less on the hardware.
How did you sell this message
internally, particularly to
sales reps that grew up selling
boxes?
WOOLFOLK: That was a com-
plete culture change for us.
We had to function as a team
as opposed to individuals. Our
staff quickly realized that we
could do a better job for our
customer and they could be
doing better for themselves 
if they functioned in a team
en vironment. It took a little
while to build this culture where
everything is shared, so to
speak, and everything is a
team attack, but we don’t have
anybody that is bucking the
system at this point in time.
Everyone falls in line and rec-
ognizes the value of the team
and everyone holds everyone
else accountable. It was a
complete culture change that
we had to dictate.

Was it a culture change for
you as well?
WOOLFOLK: Yes. One of the
first meetings I had was with
our management staff and
sales managers. I explained 
we have to be a wall together.
We have to understand that
whatever our vision is none 
of us can break that, it has to
be in unison. We have to make
sure there’s not going to be any
deviation from it in the organ -
ization. And they bought into
it. They held true to whatever
standards we put in place. 
We’re not going to recom-

mend something based on
what a customer has, but we’re
going to recommend based on
what a customer needs. We
don’t know what they need
unless we get in there and
look at what they need. Why
would a customer want our
services if we were just going
to propose to them the same
thing as everyone else? We
had to make sure we took a
study based approached to
everything we do. 

Like a growing number of
dealers, you offer Managed
Network Services, how did 
you get into that business?
WOOLFOLK:We created it
ourselves with a partnership
with Collabrance. One of our
great financial partners is
GreatAmerica and they pro-
vide an avenue where you can
get into Managed Network
Services without investing in
our own internal NOC. While
we did have a NOC, our NOC
wasn’t prepared to handle
Managed Network Services. 
It made sense for us to partner
with Collabrance. That’s been
a wonderful partnership. They’ve
done a tremendous job of tak-
ing good care of our customers. 

How’s that portion of the
business doing? 
WOOLFOLK: It’s growing
every month. It’s a natural
extension of our business
model. Because we are an
assessment-based company,
it’s natural to look at the next
step—network assessments. 
A customer truly wants a com-
pany that’s not only responsi-
ble for the input and output
devices that reside on their
network, but they also want
somebody to manage that net-
work. It goes back to the con-
cept of one throat to choke and
dealing with one company for
all their needs on the network. 

Another DOCUmation focus
is Electronic Document
Management. What types of
customers are you focusing
on with that and what have
you done to grow that area 
of your business? 
WOOLFOLK: It’s enterprise 
all the way down to what we
would consider to be EDM
and structured scanning. Tech -
nology is an evolving space
for us and no doubt EDM is
extremely challenging from a
customer workflow perspec-
tive, so it’s also a great area to
help with our mission to pro-
vide customers with efficien-
cies and workflow optimiza-
tion. It’s important we contin-
ue being a good partner in the
EDM world with our cus-
tomers because it does go
hand in hand with our mission
to make that customer more
efficient. It’s something we’re
learning and getting better at
with each and every day.

Another focus is production
print. Are you targeting dif-
ferent customers on the pro-
duction side of the business
than who you’ve historically
targeted in the past?
WOOLFOLK:We’ve always
dealt with those customers
before, but the thing we’ve
been guilty of is walking past
those Data Centers and not
taking time to probe and do 
as much due diligence as we
should. Now, we’re taking 
a hard look at those Data
Centers. There are so many
we’re servicing successfully
and we view that as a tremen-
dous growth area. 

Many dealers have made the
move into MPS and some are
obviously more successful
than others, and depending on
whom you’re speaking with,
each has a slightly different
definition of MPS. What’s
your approach to MPS?
WOOLFOLK:We pride our-

selves in that our whole strat-
egy is based upon being a
fleet provider. Whether you
call it Managed Print Services
or [take a] traditional approach,
which we would consider a
company that takes over all
the HPs or legacy printers on 
a network, we have a totally
different mindset. We want to
displace a current printer fleet
when it makes sense for the
customer to do so and provide
an all encompassing solution
where it doesn’t matter
whether it’s an MFP or a
print-only solution. We want
to provide one simple bill for
the customer, encompassing
all devices in the fleet.

Do you have specialists for
MPS or can any of your sales
reps sell it?
WOOLFOLK: Again, we try 
to drive everything to the cus-
tomer in one single point of
contact with a team pyramid,
for lack of a better word,
underneath with an outline of
support people working hand
in hand with them. 

Figuring that there’s always
room for improvement, how
might you improve on your
MPS and other solutions and
services offerings going 
forward?
WOOLFOLK: Just because
you’ve had success in the past
doesn’t dictate you’re going
to have success tomorrow.
We’re always looking at ways
to enhance what we consider
to be a red carpet, white glove
approach to the customer.
We’re continually working on
our processes. The more effi-
cient we become and the
more efficient we are for our
customers, the more confi-
dence they have in us. We’re
never satisfied. We’re always
looking at ways of improving
our offerings. So many com-

Celebrating Solutions
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panies are competing in that area of
nothing but price and that’s not our mis-
sion. We never said we want to be the
biggest; we want to be the best. 

Let’s talk a little bit about you. After 28
years, what is it about this industry that
you most enjoy?
WOOLFOLK: What I like most about 
this industry is that we’re one of the few
organizations that build some type of
relationship with the customer, where as
long as we keep that relationship intact
and stay abreast of changes in technolo-
gy, there will always be items or services 
that we provide to that customer. We’re
one of the few companies out there that

still values prospecting. We value getting
in front of customers and developing
relationships. As long as technology con-
tinues to advance, we’ll be able to move
with it and be able to offer something
that’s meaningful to that customer. 

Is there any one thing you know now
about this business that you wish you
knew when you first started?
WOOLFOLK: That price and value are
often confused. What we perceive as
value to the customer is not what the cus-
tomer perceives as value so we’re contin-
ually looking at different ways of provid-
ing more value to our customer. They
don’t always want the cheapest price;
they want the best possible service they
can get and a business that’s easy to do
business with. Again, it’s just dealing
with someone who does something when
they say they’re going to do it. That’s
absolutely huge. 

If you weren’t doing this, what do you
think you’d be doing instead?

WOOLFOLK: I haven’t had any thoughts
of doing anything other than what I’m
doing. If you’re doing this, you might as
well do it to the best of your ability—
period.  

When you’re not working, what do you
do for fun?
WOOLFOLK: I enjoy the outdoors—
ranching, fishing—anything outdoors 
and spending time with my family. 

With this year almost over, what’s got
you excited going into the next year?
WOOLFOLK: Managed Network Services
is one of the greatest growth areas we
have collectively in our industry. That
excites me looking at the future because
whatever we’re doing now, this is going
to be so much bigger when we have a
new viable annuity stream coming from
the customer by adding all these services.
It’s a great space for the BTA channel 
to be in. �
– By Scott Cullen

Celebrating Solutions





In last month’s article, we dis-cussed valuation methodolo-
gies and some of the ways in

which you may gain insight into
the value of your own business.
In this month’s article, we exam-
ine a valuation subject misunder-
stood by most and loved by
many, purchase price multiples.
Typically, in our M&A advisory

business, conversations with buy-
ers and sellers begin as follows:

Buyer/Seller: “So Jim, what types
of purchase price multiples are
good businesses selling for these
days?”

JAZ: “That depends upon the
business, there are many factors
to consider.”

Buyer/Seller: “C’mon, Jim, can’t
you give me a simple ‘rule of
thumb’ multiple to use to value
businesses?”

We truly wish valuing businesses
was as easy as applying a simple

rule of thumb. Life for buyers and
sellers would be much easier.
Unfortunately, since we live 

in the real world, using purchase
price multiples to value businesses
is an inexact science at best and a
dangerous, misleading process at
worst. How can purchase price
multiples be potentially danger-
ous to business owners? 
The story of a recent discus-

sion with a prospective client
demonstrates a major problem
with purchase price multiples.
When speaking with the CEO of
a company heavily involved in
managed print services, he said,
“Xerox is trading at 8.4 times
EBITDA. Our company has
$400,000 of EBITDA, so we
should be able to sell for $3.4
million, the same multiple as
Xerox since we’re in the same
business.” Is it fair to assume the
earnings multiple of Xerox, with
annual sales of $21 billion and
EBITDA of $2.6 billion is rele-

vant and/or analogous to a one-
location MPS company with
annual sales of $1.7 million and
EBITDA of $400,000? Problem
here is the owner of the MPS
business is convinced the 8.4
EBITDA multiple is right for his
business. This means, if he does
try to sell his business, he may 
be in for a disappointment.
Yes, this is an extreme exam-

ple, but it clearly illustrates the
challenge of using multiples to
value your business. There are
even more challenges, as the
examples below will show.
First, take a look at the basic

financial data in Table 1.
Using a multiple of earnings

method, based on the information
in Table 1, we would assume Com -
pany A and Company B would
sell for exactly the same price
since their revenues and EBITDA
are the same. But, more about the
two companies may change your
mind about identical value.
Based on the additional infor-

mation in Table 2, do you think
these two companies are still
worth the same? Company A has
multiple locations and a much
larger customer base. Company B
has only one location and while it
has a smaller customer base, its
customers are larger than
Company A.
Let’s take this a step further:

we’ve added more information
about the two companies in 
Table 3:
As you can see in Table 3,

while both companies have iden-
tical sales and earnings, Company
A grew at only 5% in sales and
just 3% in earnings from the prior

How to Value Your Business – Part 3 of 3

The Trouble with 
Purchase Price Multiples
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Table 1 Company A Company B
Sales $3,000,000 $3,000,000
EBITDA $300,000 $300,000

Table 2 Company A Company B
Business Type 3 location equipment dealer 1 location equipment dealer
Total customers 600 300
Sales $3,000,000 $3,000,000
EBITDA $300,000 $300,000

Table 3 Company A Company B
Business Type 3 location equipment dealer 1 location equipment dealer
Total customers 600 300
Sales $3,000,000 $3,000,000
EBITDA $300,000 $300,000
Sales growth 5% 23%
EBITDA 3% 30%





year while Company B grew at a signifi-
cantly faster rate. Are these two companies
still worth the same amount of purchase
price?
Finally, take a look at Table 4 below

for even more information on these two
businesses:
Table 4 shows Company A has a man-

agement team who will remain in place
after a sale, has no customer concentra-
tion issues, but has no exclusive territory
while Company B’s management will
retire immediately after a sale, has a cus-
tomer concentration issue (which may be
exacerbated by the retirement of the own-
ers) but it does have an exclusive territory
for its products. Are these companies
worth the same amount? 
As you can see, using only a purchase

price multiple based solely on earnings or
revenues, the math would say these com-
panies are worth the same, but once you
“open the lens” and look beyond sales and
earnings, we think the eyeball test says
these companies are not valued equally
…something contrary to multiples. 

One Size Doesn’t Fit All
The reason we at CFA always give a
qualified answer to the seemingly basic
question: “What’s a good purchase price
multiple to value my business,” is because
there are so many variables in the equation;
there is not a “one-size fits all” solution.
As we illustrated in the tables above, the
following factors greatly influence pur-
chase price decisions…but are not
accounted for in simple multiples of earn-
ings or revenues when valuing businesses:
• Size of the company: Generally speak-
ing, larger companies with more profits
command a higher multiple than small-
er companies in the same industry.

• Industry: The industry you are in
impacts multiples. Manufacturers of
proprietary products generally sell for 
a higher multiple than distributors of
products…and size of each matters
within the industry.

• Balance sheet:A company with more
leverage available on its assets will gen-
erally sell for a higher multiple than an
“asset-light” company. 

• Growth: Companies who can show
sustainable, continued growth will trade

at a higher multiple than companies
with limited growth in sales or earnings. 

• Customers: Companies with no cus-
tomer concentration issues (i.e., no more
than 18% of sales from one customer
and/or no more than 50% of sales from
3 or 4 customers) will command a
higher multiple.

• Products: Companies who produce 
or sell proprietary products get higher
multiples. Companies who produce or
sell commodity items/products have
lower multiples.

• Vendors: If your company gets more
than 35% of its products from one ven-
dor, this reliance on a single vendor may
lower your purchase price multiple.

• Management:A company with a good
management team in place who will
remain after a sale ALWAYS com-
mands a higher price or multiple than 
a company where key players retire or
exit the business upon a sale.

• Technology/Equipment: Companies
who have not invested in and/or updat-
ed their equipment, software systems,
machinery, and/or technology have
lower purchase price multiples. 

• Financial data: Companies who have
audited or reviewed financial state-
ments and who can provide current, rel-
evant, reliable data about the business’
finances and operations will command
higher purchase price multiples.
Unfortunately, as you can see, there is

no simple, easy way to value your busi-
ness with a single, straightforward pur-
chase price multiple. That’s why we
always say “it depends,” when asked to
opine on an appropriate multiple for a
business. I am always reminded of a men-
tor of mine who once said: “Rules of

Thumb for valuing businesses are best
used when valuing thumbs.”
End of the day, while we at CFA have 

a very good idea of the range of multiples
appropriate for businesses in the imaging
industry, without a thorough dialog about
the business, any discussion on specific
multiples becomes less than meaningful
and may provide owners with the wrong
impression—high or low—about the
value of their business. 
If you have specific questions about

how your business would be valued and
about current deal multiples, we are happy
to discuss these with you personally. 
To those who insist on using multiples

to value businesses without considering
factors beyond sales and earnings we
have two words of advice: Caveat
Emptor. 
Next month, we’ll discuss another sub-

ject close to our hearts: The 10 Biggest
Mistakes Business Sellers Make. �
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The Trouble with Purchase Price Multiples
Table 4 Company A Company B
Business Type 3 location equipment dealer 1 location equipment dealer
Total customers 600 300
Sales $3,000,000 $3,000,000
EBITDA $300,000 $300,000
Sales growth 5% 23%
EBITDA 3% 30%
Management Will stay after a sale Retire immediately
Customer concentration No Yes
Exclusive Territory No Yes
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to add a Northeast Distribu tion Center in
the first quarter of 2015. 
While customer service is an area where

Supplies Whole  salers excels, the company
is focused on enhancing that even more
going forward. This past year Supplies
Whole salers placed a big emphasis on
interfacing its ERP system with its deal-
ers’ ERP systems. Plans are underway to
expand that in 2015. “Whether it’s the
ECi platforms, which we integrate with
most of those or whether it’s an ecom-
merce e-tailer who just wants to send us
an XML file every day from his shop-

ping cart system, or direct integration to
the robust Power Ecommerce platform
it’s seamless integration,” says Willmes.
“That’s important to them because it
eliminates errors and lowers costs.” 
Clearly, Supplies Wholesalers is doing

something right, achieving 50 percent
year-over-year growth during the past
year, something Willmes says was one of
the company’s most notable achievements
these past 12 months. He doesn’t over-
look the ERP integrations, the Reno West
Coast distribution center, and color laser
adoption as key growth drivers either. 

Willmes has learned a lot during his
30-year career, but there’s one thing he
wishes he knew when he first started in
the business all those years ago that is a
valuable lesson for his customers and
prospects alike. “I wish I’d known early
on the value proposition of alternative
supplies and that goes back to when I first
sold 8-inch floppy disks back in 1984.”
Despite that, is he still having fun?
“I’ve had a couple of breaks along 

the way and I think I’m having more 
fun than ever,” he beams.
And Supplies Wholesalers’ clients 

are all the better for it. �

– By Scott Cullen

Contact Information
Supplies Wholesalers
500 Damonte Ranch Parkway, #944
Reno, NV 98521
www.supplieswholesalers.com
sales@supplieswholesalers.com
(866) 817-8795

Supplies Wholesalers
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One of the beautiful things
about the game of base-
ball is the fact that stats

are kept on everything. Think
about it, how often has the casual
fan heard an announcer in the
World Series say, “He leads the
American League in two out
RBIs after the seventh inning in
games since the All-Star break.” 
Have a question about baseball,

there’s a stat for that. This wealth
of information has led many to
question the value of traditional
statistics like wins and losses for
pitchers, or even ERA. Similarly,
in this business we keep track of all
types of statistics: Percent to quota
and productivity per rep come
immediately to mind. But do we
really focus on the correct perform-
ance statistics in our business? 

Our fascination with statistics 
While baseball is in its purest form
a game, it really is a business. Both
teams and players use statistics to
measure players’ worth. A player’s
worth equates to the value of a
contract they can negotiate. To
ownership, the calculations are a
bit more complex in that they see
statistics as a tool to determine
which players can deliver the best
performance balanced against the
amount of payroll they have to
expend to get that player. For
those who have not read the book
or seen the movie, Moneyball

goes into good detail on how teams
use a stat called WAR (Wins
Above Replace ment) to establish
one statistic for player value. 
What does all this have to do

with copiers? Well, just like a
Major League Baseball (MLB)
team, a dealership has a certain
amount of payroll to expend. And
just like an MLB team, if you are
using the same old stats to gauge
performance you are probably
getting it wrong. 

What is the matter 
with the old stats? 
The simple stats commonly used
fail miserably to account for the
general lack of uniformity in the
sport. In short, not all ERAs are
created equal. While the dimen-
sions of the infield and pitcher’s
mound are consistent, all other
dimensions of the game are not.
“Ballpark Factors” such as out-
field fence depth, foul territory,
prevailing winds, altitude and
humidity, among many other
things, play a role in inflating 
or deflating the stats depending
on where the individual plays 
the majority of his games. 
In our business you can equate

ballpark factors with a rep’s terri-
tory; not all are created equal, but
the territory has a significant effect
in determining success or failure.
If you are determining your rep’s
value solely on performance vs.
plan, you may be missing the boat.
What you should be focused on 
is what the rep’s performance is
compared to the opportunity 
they have been assigned. 

The Trouble with 
Percent to Quota
Much of the industry has grown
comfortable with equating the
value of a rep to their achieve-
ment of quota, i.e., the 125%
Club, etc. But how was that quota
established? Quotas should be

established in a manner that
allows for a true evaluation of
performance. For example, rep
one sells $1 million on a quota of
$900K (111% of plan). Rep two
sells $300K against a quota of
$500K (60% of quota). Which
rep is more valuable? The correct
answer is that it is hard to say. 
You may think that you should

fire the rep at 60%. But would
you change your answer if I told
you that rep two only had up -
grade potential in her territory of
$150K? That would mean that the
rep covered the opportunity from
the current customers and then
sold $150K to new accounts. This
rep grew the territory and some
would have considered firing her.
Let’s look at the first rep that sold
$1 million. What if I told you that
rep had upgrade opportunity of
$1.5 million in his territory? We
just sent him on the President’s
Club trip and he lost a half a mil-
lion in current account business
and sold nothing to new accounts.
Which rep has the higher value 
to the company now? 
It is impossible to judge the

performance of one rep against
another based solely on percent of
quota or even revenue because of
the inconsistency in the potential
of the territories. However, if you
assign quotas based on the territo-
ry’s potential and you use the same
methodology for all reps across the
enterprise, then percent to quota
becomes relevant. Similarly MLB
statisticians realize the inherent
inconsistencies in ERA due to ball-
park factors. As a result, they cre-
ated a stat called ERA+, which
takes these factors into account and
gives comparability to the statistic. 

The Cost of Poor 
Decision-Making
In baseball, the teams that make
poor personnel decisions are tied
to long-term multi-million dollar

Baseball and Copier Sales
  

e n x

Gary Schwartz Sales Management
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In our business
you can equate 
ballpark factors

with a rep’s 
territory; not all

are created equal,
but the territory has
a significant effect

in determining 
success or failure.
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contracts that can cost both production as
well as the opportunity to sign better tal-
ent. In the imaging world making poor
personnel decisions carries a high cost too.
Just think of the reps to whom you entrust
your most important asset—your customer
base. If you cannot adequately gauge the
value of the players on your team you may
be overpaying underperformers while the
good ones are getting away. You can meas-
ure the cost in lost customer base and a
shrinking service annuity. 
Baseball has the equation figured out.

Wins above replacement is an interesting
stat that combines other statistics to put a
numerical value on one question; if a play-
er was lost to injury or trade, how many
fewer games would the team win over the
course of a year? More MLB clubs are
making personnel decisions based on WAR.
When player contracts are routinely count-
ed in the hundreds of millions, poor deci-
sions can cost clubs dearly. Have you
determined what your WAR stat is for
your business? �

Baseball & Sales
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I’ve been talking about theinitial Managed Service
offering with prospects and

partners for years. During this
time I have learned that there is
no right or wrong way to present
the concept of Managed Services
to customers, although some are
more effective than others.  
For a Solution Provider

focused on a traditional reseller
business, or even a break-fix
model, moving towards a recur-
ring revenue model with a
proactive instead of a reactive
offering can be a daunting chal-
lenge.  Most customers are used
to dealing with you when they
need something or if something
goes wrong. And then you fix it.
Now you need to get them used
to a more ongoing, preventive
solution. 
Although there might not be 

a right or wrong way to present
Managed Services, I’d like to
share some best practices I have
learned while transitioning to
this new model. An effective
approach is to ‘bundle’ a set of
services that are automated and
focused on technology. 
The conversation with the

customer might begin like this,
“Mr. or Ms. Customer I am

going to offer you a special
service that includes: 
1. Monitoring and Alerting –
This means we will be mon-
itoring and receiving alerts
on your environment
24x7x365, running system
health checks, and checking
for hacks.

2. Asset Management – We
will run a system discovery
and offer you an asset inven-
tory report.

3. Maintenance – Automated
checks will allow us to main -
tain asset health and we will
provide you with server and
workstation health reports.

4. Security – We will run
baseline automated script-
ing, remotely monitoring
your AV and backup.  This
also includes MDM (Mobile
Device Management) and
policy management.

5. Reporting –We will deliver
automated monitoring on a
scheduled basis.

6. Quarterly Business
Reviews – (This is especial-
ly important and should
never be left out.) We will
sit down with you once a
quarter and go over a busi-
ness needs assessment. We
will help you set objectives
and plan for the future, and
specifically talk about your
business improvement goals. 

The initial Managed Service
offering can be priced monthly,
quarterly, or even annually, but
what I’ve seen as a typical price
point for the above bundle is
about $199 per month. I’ve seen
much lower prices as well as
much higher, but $199 is a sort
of ‘magic’ number that seems 
to work well. 

This means not counting how
many workstations, servers, etc.
they have; it means including
all the above mentioned servic-
es for the entire network for the
low monthly cost. This should
not cannibalize your existing
business, it should enhance it.
The idea is to get your customer
started with a simple and easy
to understand service that will
allow you to work and grow
together. Something to keep in
mind is the ROI (Return on
Investment) on your Initial
Offering. For example, the
MAXfocus Partners I work with
see an average of 87% margin.   
Don’t underestimate the

importance of reporting. Your
customers need to know what is
included in their bundle/pack-
age, so reporting on a monthly
basis will show them what serv-
ices are being delivered, allow-
ing you to prove the value of
your offering. Ensuring the cus-
tomer sees the worth on every
touch point will ensure a long
lasting, profitable relationship. 
As a final thought,

MAXfocus’s Director of Partner
Community, Dave Sobel, rec-
ommends becoming a ‘Virtual
CIO’ for your customers,
instead of a ‘Trusted Advisor.’
This means earning your cus-
tomer’s trust by clearly commu-
nicating your offer in a genuine
way. In a world where social
media plays a big role, your
sales and marketing message
must be sincere. 
Finally, execute, because

making good on your promises
during the initial phases of a
Managed Services engagement is
the key to success. With Managed
Services, the relationships you
build with your customers are
more important than ever. �

Presenting the Initial 
Managed Service Offering

e n x

Nadia Karatsoreos Managed IT
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All Leasing Services 47
Repo/Offlease Copiers, Printers and
Faxes 
Phone: 866-727-3750/ 949-727-3750
Fax: 949-727-3850
www.alscopiers.com

Aster 51
Phone: 562-404-9315/888 533-9926
Fax: 562-404-9570
www.aster-usa.com

BEI Services 6
Phone: 307-587-8446
www.beiservices.com

Carolina Wholesale 34
One of the largest office machine 
and supply distributors in the USA 
Phone: 800-521-4600
Fax: 800-356-9169
sales@cwholesale.com
www.cwholesale.com

Copier Network 39
Coast to Coast Service 
Extensive Canon and Ricoh Selection
Phone: 510-746-2080 
www.copiernetwork.com
sales@copiernetwork.com

Crystal Trade 34
Canon & HP Parts & Supplies
Phone: 888-889-9598
www.RemanCartridges.com

DCC Discount Copier Center 59
Phone: 1-887-414-2679
info@discountcopiercenter.com 

Direct Precise Imaging 66
100% USA made Products
Phone: 888-376-7311
www.directpreciseimaging.com

DM Supplies Network 25
Phone: 1-800-729-9300
www.suppliesnetwork.com

DocuWare Corporation 26
Document Management Solutions
Phone: 888-565-5907
dwsales@docuware.com
www.docuware.com

ECi e-Automate 23
Phone: 1-866-342-8392
www.e-automate.com

Electronic Business Machines 71
Copiers/Printers Parts & Supplies 
Phone: 800-832-6522 
Fax: 859-281-6328
www.ebmky.com

EpartsRoom 55
Solutions for Circuit Boards 
& PCB's, Hard Drives, Fuser 
& Fixing Parts, Finishers 
and Sorters 
Phone: 877-503-7278
www.epartsroom.com

Escalera 71
Copier Moving Devices 
Phone: 800-622-1359
530-673-6318
Fax: 530-673-6376 
www.escalera.com

Frontier Imaging 42
Distributor of Copier, Printer 
& Fax Supplies 
Phone: 888-530-8811
310-898-2688
www.frontierimaging.com

Funnel Maker 58
Phone: 888-823-0006
funnelmaker.com

Future Graphics 15
Phone: 1-800-394-9900
818-837-8100
Fax: 1-800-394-9910
818-838-7047
www.fgimaging.com

Galaxy Copiers Inc 59
Phone: 1-626-400-6594
www.galaxycopiers.com

Greater Philadelphia 
Equipment Co. 53
Copiers, Accessories, 
Fax Options & Print Controllers 
Phone: 215-788-7111
Fax: 215-788-4445 
www.printcontrollers.com

HBM House of 
Business Machines, Inc. 48
Phone: 818-980-0090
Fax: 818-985-7899
www.hbmla.com

Hytec 71
Phone: 800-883-1001/407-297-1001
Fax: 407-297-4310
www.hytecrepair.com

IDS-International Digital
Solutions 21
Authorized Toshiba Distributor 
Phone: 888-372-3700
Fax: 562-921-1167
suzannecarter@idswc.com

ILG International 
Laser Group 27
Phone: 800-937-2880
www.ilglaser.com

Impression Solutions 73
Full Line Kyocera Copystar 
Oki Printer Distributor
Phone: 866-275-9213
www.impressionsolutions.com

Ink Direct Corporation 58
Phone: 714-775-8255
http://onlineinkdirect.com

Intercom Exporting Inc 57
Minolta Copiers, Parts & Supplies
Phone: 800-960-1119
Main: 954-978-2121
Miami: 305-757-7878
Fax: 954-978-2412
www.intercomcopiers.com

ITC Supplies 57
Phone: 877-933-5558
sales@itcsupplies.com

ITEX 2015 61
www.itexshow.com

Jamex 55
Copier/Printer/Fax 
Vending Applications
Phone: 800-289-6550
Fax: 607-257-1139
www.jamexvending.com

Display Advertisers Index
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Mars International 13
Wholesaler of Pre-Owned Copiers
Phone: 866-866-MARS (6277)
973-777-5886
Fax: 973-777-5889
www.marsintl.com

Midwest Copier Exchange 43
Phone:  847-599-9001
www.midwestcopier.com
www.thinkarcoa.com

MSE 11
Toner Cartridge Remanufacturer
Phone: 800-673-4968 Headquarters
Phone: 800-418-4968 US-East Coast
www.mse.com

Managed Print Services
Association 59
greg.walters@yourmpsa.org 
www.yourMPSA.org

MWA Intelligence, Inc. 10
Phone: 800-875-2371
www.mwaintel.com

Nation Wide Repair Service 69
Complete Office Equipment 
Repair Service  
Phone: 866-655-8676
Tech Support: 800-798-1814
www.nwrsinc.com

National Copy Cartridge 31
Phone: 619-562-6995
Fax: 619-562-6899
www.NationalCopyCartridge.com

Nectron International Inc. 33
Phone: 281-240-2222
Fax: 281-240-0468
www.nectron.com

Ninestar Technology 49
Phone: 800-817-0688
626-965-6662
Fax: 626-965-6667
sales@ggimageusa.com
www.ninestartechonline.com

NuWorld Business
Systems 16-20
Copier, Printer, Fax & Business 
Machine Supplies
Phone: 800-729-8320
Fax: 800-829-0292
www.nuworldinc.com

OKI 8
Original Equipment Manufacturer
www.okidata.com/ESLaunch

Parts Drop 64
Phone: 201-387-7776
www.partsdrop.com

Pinnacle Sales, Inc. 41
Phone: 440-734-9195
www.psi-ohio.com

Power eCommerce 35
Phone: 800-231-9966
Power-eCommerce.com

Q2 Products 55
Phone: 1-888-826-2576
custsvc@q2products.com
www.Q2Products.com

Ross International 13
Buy and Sell Used Copiers
Phone: 800-240-7677
973-365-9900
Fax: 973-473-8800   
purchase@ross-international.com
www.ross-international.com

RPT Toner 4-5
Phone: 888-778-8663
Fax: 630-694-9060
rpttoner.com

Seine Tech USA 54
Toner Remanufacturer
Phone: 909-869-0730
Fax: 909-869-0736 
sales@seinetecusa.com 

Sindoh 7
Original Equipment Manufacturer
http://www.sindoh.com
Contact Authorized Distributors
Carolina Wholesale: 800-521-4600
Arlington: 800-887-3040

Static Control 2
Phone: 919-774-3808 International
Phone: 800-488-2426 Toll Free
www.colorcontrol.info
www.scc-inc.com

Supplies Wholesalers 74-75
The Cartridge Experts
Phone: 866-817-8795
www.SuppliesWholesalers.com

Toner Cycle-Ink Cycle 29
Phone: 1-877-894-8387
www.inkcycle.com

Toshiba 76
Contact Authorized Distributors
ACM Technology: 800-722-7745
Collins Distributing: 800-727-0884
IDS:  888-372-3700
Supplies Network:  800-729-9300
www.business.toshiba.com/thermal

TSA World 45
Phone: 1-800-633-6626
Fax: 1-800-635-5388
sales@tsaworld.com
www.tsaworld.com

Turbon USA 27
Toner Cartridge Remanufacturer
Phone: 702-492-0640
800-282-6650
www.turbongroup.com

Uninet 9
West Coast: 424-675-3300
East Coast: 631-590-1040
sales@uninetimaging.com
www.uninetimaging.com/enx

Webinar: 
2014 - The Year In Review 3, 72
www.enxmag.com
www.action-Intell.com

World Of Fax 65
Fax, Copiers & Laser 
Printer Parts Specialist
Phone: 1-800-634-9329
1-866-FAX-PARTS
WorldOfFax.com/CopierPartsStore.com
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Business Card Directory

Call
Now

Toners l Inkjets l Laserjets Drums l MICR’s
Developers l Ribbons l Copy Cartridges l Maintenance Kits

Don’t Get Stung
By The Competition!

Cartridge Warehouse 
International, Inc.

Contact Joe: sales@CWItoner.com
ph: 310-828-2225  l  fx: 310-828-2262
2880 Colorado Blvd., Santa Monica CA 90404

For All Your OEM, Compatible
& Remanufactured Supplies

Ask about our 
12,000 Di�erent SKU’s

All Makes
& Models www.cwitoner.com

www.cwitoner.com

Others might talk a good game, but EOS delivers: 

We Buy & Sell Cell Phones | Empty Inkjet & Toner Cartridges | OEM Surplus | Laptops & IT Equipment

Your global empties partner since 1996.

860 291-1900
www.eosusa.com

“We want your empties.
So does everybody else.”

✔ Speedy payment
✔  Fast & accurate 

inspections 
✔  Best-in-the-business, 

match-or-beat pricing

Contact us now. It really 
does pay to work with us!

YKC
Canon, Konica, Toshiba, 

Ricoh, Xerox, etc... 

www.golfgong.com

YKC, Inc. 
One Broad Ave #8
Fairview, NJ 07022

Hela Chang
helachang@gmail.com

Phone: 201-313-0055
Fax: 201-313-0077C 2009 Asay Media Network

USA, North & South America Welcome

Used
Copier Sale 

303-465-3134
TRI RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL

9421 Winnetka Ave
Unit L

Chatsworth, CA 91311
(866) 260-3069

Fax 818-407-0374
Monica@therightcartridge.com New Lexmark

T652 DN printer
$1129

HP 9500 MFP C8549A 
refurbished by HP

comes with 1 year onsite
warranty. Toners and
drums not included.

$899.99 New HP CP4025N
w/o toner CC489A

$629.99

HP 6015x Q3933A 
printer refurbished
by HP comes with

1 year onsite warranty
$2999

Digital Duplicators
Risograph & Ricoh
Bought & Sold
RZ990
RZ220
RZ390
RZ590

JP8000
JP8500
JP4500
JP3000

1700
3700
3750
3770

MZ790

HQ7000
HQ9000

Rebuilt Duplicators
Retail Ready
Full Tech Support
Full Parts Support

***All Models*** 
***Available***

---------------------------------

email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net

SELLING

Phone: 405-912-1700
Fax: 405-912-1900

MASTERS
• OEM 
• Compatibles 

CALL NOW!
Now Available!!
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Fax, Copier &
Laser Printer Parts Specialist

FREE PARTS RESEARCH FOR

NO PARTS #’s NEEDED TO ORDER
WE STOCK FUSER UNITS, FEED KITS, DRUM KITS,
CIRCUIT BOARDS & MANUALS 
l HARD DRIVES FOR ALL COPIERS IN STOCK. ALL BRANDS
l NETWORK & SCANNER OPTIONS IN STOCK 
l FAX KIT OPTIONS FOR ADD ON TO ANY EXISTING COPIER
l FUSER UNITS & CIRCUIT BOARDS. ALL MODELS IN STOCK
l Order parts without parts #
l Parts Ship Same Day
l Free parts diagrams

(Live friendly assistance all day) 

Call Us For Free Parts Research
Dial: 1-800-634-9329 or 1-866-FAX-PART
Visit our websites at: WorldOfFax.com and CopierPartsStore.com

CANON

CANON

Calendar

ECI Connect Conference
November 10-12, 2014 / 
Las Vegas, NV
www.ECiSolutions.com

International CES
Jan 6-9, 2015/Las Vegas, NV
www.cesweb.org

Equipment Management
Conference
Feb 22-24, 2015/Miami, FL
www.elfaonline.org

Graphics of the Americas
Feb 26-28, 2015/
Miami Beach, FL
www.goaexpo.com

ITEX 2015 National 
Conference & Expo
March 10-12, 2015/ 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
www.itexshow.com

AIIM 2015 Conference
Mar 18-20, 2015/
San Diego, CA
www.aiim.org

IBPI
March 18-20, 2015/ Orlando, FL
www.ibpi.net

BTA Southeast Winter Break
March 20-11, 2015/ Orlando, FL
www.bta.org

Industry Events 
& Trade Shows
Below is the Industry events updates with website info.
Visit enxmag.com/INDUSTRY_CALENDAR.htm for more info.
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Classified Ads
Empties For Sale Advertise in ENX

Post Your
Employment
Opportunities
FREE on the
ENX Website!

For more information visit

www.ENXMAG.com

ISSUE:
The device may not awake from Sleep/Auto Off mode, even when
all wake events are selected. This includes sending a print job,
touching the control panel, receiving a fax, or opening a door. 
The device’s power light may be blinking but in order to

wake up the device it must be turned off and then on again.
This issue is typically associated to network connected devices.

SOLUTION:
Download and install the latest firmware available from
HP.com: HP Drivers & Downloads. Listed below are the min-
imum firmware date codes that will resolve this issue for the
affected products. Product must have this firmware Datecode 
or later installed:

•  M401 - 20140521 (May 21, 2014) 
•  M425 - 20140521 (May 21, 2014)
•  M476 - 20140605 (June 5, 2014)
•  M521 - 20140605 (June 5, 2014)
•  M570 - 20140605 (June 5, 2014)

IMPORTANT!  On the System Tab of the product's Embedded
Web Server, ensure the customer's desired 'wake-up' events are
selected, reset if necessary. �

This Tech Tip is contributed by Laser Pros
(www.laserpros.com). Email any questions to 
marketing@laserpros.com.

Printer Tech Tip

TECH TIP
HP LaserJet Pro M401, M425 MFP, M521 MFP and Color LaserJet Pro M476
MFP, M570 MFP - Product does not wake after entering Sleep / Auto Off mode.
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There’s more to be said about this 7328 family of
machines. It remains a viable population of full color
copiers in the aftermarket scene. This group was the last

of the C32 style to be produced. In earlier ENX articles, we’ve
covered the basics of the machine and its consumables, but
some things remained unsaid. Although previous articles
explained how to get into the component control codes (IO
check) and NVM codes, when you get there, the machine is not
so kind as to give you a nice scrolling list of codes on the con-
trol panel. Instead, you need to know which code you want to
enter. It’s time to address that missing bit of info and get a list
into your hands (at least a partial list), so you can fully support
the machine, even though you may not be blessed with access
with a PWS laptop with the interface software for this series.

Entering Diagnostic mode (CE Diagnostic Mode):
Hold ‘0’ for at least 10 seconds, then press ‘Start.’ A password
prompt should show up. Enter ‘6789’ followed by ‘Confirm.’ Now
press the ‘Machine Status’ button. You’ll want to choose the
‘Tools’ tab at which point you will see 3 columns of choices—the
one on the left will have 4 choices. Choose the top one which
says ‘System Settings.’ The middle column has the heading
‘Group.’ From there, choose ‘Common Service Settings,’ and
then in the right column (the heading says ‘Features’), you will

find another scrollable list of possibilities. Scroll down and touch
‘Maintenance / Diagnostics’ which will bring you to a menu of
most of the really important stuff. If you want to test components
such as motors, clutches, sensors, etc. you will choose ‘IO check.’ 

Component Control (IO Check):
From the ‘Maintenance / Diagnostics’ menu, choose ‘IO
Check.’ This will bring up a screen which prompts you for a
Chain / Link number (the “chain” is the first set of 3 digits, and
the “link” is the second set of 3 digits). Enter the desired code
and select ‘Enter Number.’ If it is an input component (sensors
for example), the display will indicate the current status in the
‘Status Column’ and will count up (by +1) when the component
is switched on or off. If it is an output component (motors for
example), the component will energize. You can run multiple
Chain / Link codes by entering the first code, then entering the
second one while the first one is still running. Some output codes
cannot be safely run at the same time. The machine knows these
would be “conflicts” and will not run them simultaneously. If
you enter two conflicting output component codes, the second
one will simply fail to activate the component to prevent possi-
ble damage to the machine (smart cookie this machine is).  
Below is a list of the available Input Component Codes you

can test (sensors, switches, etc.): 

Britt Horvat Technical Tips

Xerox models: WorkCentre 7328, 7335, 
7345, 7346 (and WC-7228, 7235, 7245)

Some Catching Up to Do 
with the WC-7328 Family

continued on page 68

INPUT COMPONENTS (sensors or switches):
CODE INPUT COMPONENT NAME DESCRIPTION
004-100 Belt Home Sensor * Read note below for how to test this sensor.  Belt at Home Sensor = Low 
004-101 Drum Motor (YMC) Failure Detection Drum Motor (YMC) seized = High
004-102 Drum Motor (Black) Failure Detection Drum Motor (Black) seized = High
004-200 Fuser Fan Lock Failure Fan rotation is stopped = Fault
004-201 Bottom Fan Lock Failure Fan rotation is stopped = Fault
004-202 Developer Fan Lock Failure Fan rotation is stopped = Fault
004-203 LV Fan Lock Failure Fan rotation is stopped = Fault
004-204 Rear Fan Failure Fan rotation is stopped = Fault
005-102 Document Sensor No paper detected  = High
005-110 Registration Sensor (DADF) Paper detected  = Low
005-205 DADF Feed Out Sensor Paper detected  = Low
005-206 DADF Pre-Registration Sensor Paper detected  = Low
005-211 DADF Invert Sensor Paper detected  = Low
005-212 DADF Feeder Cover Interlock Switch Feeder Cover open
005-213 DADF Platen Interlock Switch Platen Interlock open
005-215/216/ 217 DADF #1/2/3 Tray APS Sensor Light is not blocked by the actuator
005-218/219/ 220 DADF #1/2/3 APS Sensor (Auto Paper Size) paper detected by APS No.1 Sensor
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CODE INPUT COMPONENT NAME DESCRIPTION
005-221/222 DADF Tray Size Sensor No.1/No.2 paper detected by Tray Size SNR No.1
005-225 Nudger Position Sensor The Nudger Roll is at UP position
006-160 Polygon Motor Ready Signal Regular rotation of Polygon Motor = Low
007-100/101/102/103 Tray 1 Size Switch 1/2/3/4 ON = Analog value
007-104/105/ 106/107 Tray 2 Size Switch 1/2/3/4 ON = Analog value
007-108/109/110/111 Tray 3 Size Switch 1/2/3/4 ON = Analog value
007-112/113/114/115 Tray 4 Size Switch 1/2/3/4 ON = Analog value
007-116/117/118/119 Tray 1/2/3/4 Level Sensor Lift Up = High
007-120/121/122/ 123/125 Tray 1/2/3/4/5 No paper Sensor No paper = High
007-128 Face Up Tray Detect Low when Tray is installed = Low
008-100 #1 Feed Out Sensor Paper detected = High
008-102 #3 Feed Out Sensor Paper detected = High
008-103 #4 Feed Out Sensor Paper detected = High
008-104 Registration Sensor No paper -ON = Low
008-105 DUP Wait Sensor Paper detected = High
008-106 T/A Sensor Paper detected = High
008-107 TTM Paper Path Sensor1 Paper detected = High
008-108 TTM Paper Path Sensor2 Paper detected = High
008-109 OHP Sensor#L ON = Low
008-110 OHP Sensor#R ON = Low
008-300 DUP Open Switch ON = High
009-101 Toner Ctg New Sensor - Yellow Low=new, High=old
009-102 Toner Ctg New Sensor - Magenta Low=new, High=old
009-103 Toner Ctg New Sensor - Cyan Low=new, High=old
009-104 Toner Ctg New Sensor - Black Low=new, High=old
009-150 Toner Waste Full Sensor ON = High
009-151 Drum Ctg Present - Yellow Drum Ctg is installed
009-152 Drum Ctg Present - Magenta Drum Ctg is installed
009-153 Drum Ctg Present - Cyan Drum Ctg is installed
009-154 Drum Ctg Present - Black Drum Ctg is installed
009-200 2nd BTR Retract Sensor Retraction ON = Low
009-201 Paper On Belt Sensor Paper detected = Low
009-203 1st BTR Retract Sensor Retraction = Low
010-101 Fuser Exit Paper detected = High
010-102 Full Paper Stack Sensor Not Full = Low
012-100 IOT Registration Clutch Clutch OFF = High
012-103 Horizontal Transfer Entrance Sensor Paper detected = High
012-104 Horizontal Transfer Exit Sensor Paper detected = High
012-215 Horizontal Transfer IOT Full Paper Sensor No paper = High
012-305 Horizontal Transfer Interlock Sensor Open = High
062-201 Sheet Abort Document Registration
062-212 IIT Registration Sensor De-actuation of Registration Sensor
062-240 ADF Exist DADF is not installed
062-251 APS Sensor1 Document detected
062-253 APS Sensor3 Document detected
062-272 Scan Start Scan available
062-300 Platen I/L Switch Platen closed
062-301 Angle Sensor Platen opened
* Note on testing the IBT Belt Home Position Sensor: First enter the code 004-104 (to turn on the IBT 5V for the sensor), then enter 004-100.  When the IBT belt is not

at the home position, it reads as an open circuit (High). Rotate the belt a full revolution; whenever it passes the home position, the signal should change to “Low.”

OUTPUT COMPONENTS (motors, clutches, etc.):  
WARNING !!! Read the information in the descriptions carefully, especially for motors which can cause damage to the IBT belt if the recommended
precautions are not taken.

CODE COMPONENT NAME DESCRIPTION
004-001 Steering Motor Re-switch the Steering Cam to Home position once and operate it at

half cycle after that.
004-002 IBT Motor (104 mm/sec) Operate with the IBT Assy. removed to prevent Transfer Belt damage

e n x   

Some Catching Up to Do with the WC-7328 Family
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Some Catching Up to Do with the WC-7328 Family
CODE COMPONENT NAME DESCRIPTION
004-003 Drum Motor YMC (104 mm/sec) Remove all Drum Cartridges before energizing to prevent Belt damage
004-005 Steering Motor Home Position Returns Steering Cam to home position ON = Low. Operate with the IBT

Assy. removed to prevent Transfer Belt damage
004-006 Drum Motor K (104 mm/sec) Remove all Drum Cartridges before energizing to prevent Belt damage
004-008 Main Motor (194 mm/sec) Rotate at high speed. First OPEN the Left Hand Cover to avoid the 

2nd BTR damaging the belt
004-014 IBT_5V ON ON = High
004-050 Fuser Fan, LV Fan and Rear Rotate the FUSER FAN, LV FAN and REAR FAN at high speed.

Fan Rotation High speed (Rotation is Low at Power ON)
004-051 Developer Fan and Bottom Fan On Rotate the DV Fan and Bottom Fan at high speed
005-001/ 002/003/ 004/005 DADF Feed Motor (Speed 1/2/3/4/5) ON for 50sec> Auto OFF
005-014 DADF Feed Motor (Reverse) ON for 50sec> Auto OFF
005-026/ 027/028/ 029/030 DADF Reg. Motor (Speed 1/2/3/4/5) ON for 50sec> Auto OFF
005-036 DADF Reg. Motor(Reverse) ON for 50sec> Auto OFF
005-072 Nip Release Solenoid 3 sec on
005-073 Stamp Solenoid ON for 10 msec> Auto OFF
005-083 Doc Ready Turn ON the Doc Ready signal
005-084 Doc Set LED Belt: Turn ON the DOC SET LED
005-088 Image Area ON for 5 sec
005-090 Document Nudger initialize Performs Nudger Roll initialization
006-004 IPS Cooling Fan (Low speed) Fan at high speed (24V) for 5 sec, then low speed (13V). Fan Slow = Low
006-014 IPS Cooling Fan (High speed) Operate the IPS Cooling Fan at high speed
006-030 LD ON Enable Signal Concurrently for 4 colors (LD = Laser Diode)
006-031 Polygon Motor Start Signal ROS (Laser Unit Polygon Motor) turns on briefly.
006-032 SOS Gain Start-of-Scan Sensor gain signal
007-003 Tray 5 FEED Clutch Energize Tray 5 Feed clutch

continued on page 70
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Britt works for The Parts Drop, a company whose primary business is providing parts, supplies 
and information for Xerox brand copiers, printers and fax machines. You can find more information,
including many of Britt’s past ENX articles on their website, (www.partsdrop.com) If you’d like to
read more about Xerox brand office equipment, there’s also a complete listing of past articles under
contributing writers on the ENX website (www.ENXMAG.com)

Well, that should give you all a better handle on troubleshooting problems in this series of models. They are great copiers and
worthy of fixing for years to come. Parts remain readily available and the same is true for the supplies. Enjoy everyone! �
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Some Catching Up to Do with the WC-7328 Family
CODE COMPONENT NAME DESCRIPTION
008-001/ 003/005/ 007 Tray 1/2/3/4 Feed/Tray Lift Motor (Fwd) Feed (Rotates #1/2/3/4 Feed Motor in paper feed direction)
008-002/ 004/006/ 008 Tray 1/2/3/4 Feed/Tray Lift Motor (Rev) Lift-Up (Switches OFF automatically 6 sec after Lift-Up has started, 

or when the Level Sensor detects Lift-Up
008-009 Duplex Motor (200.1 mm/sec.) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1000 msec
008-022 3TM Takeaway Motor (104 mm/sec) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1000 msec
008-037 Registration Clutch Switches on. Switches off automatically at 400msec
008-038 Registration Clutch Long Switches on for a longer period of time
008-042 Invert Clutch CW Switches on in output direction. Switches OFF automatically at 400msec
008-043 Invert Clutch CCW Switches ON in Invert direction. Switches OFF automatically at 400 msec
008-045 Exit Gate Solenoid 1 On for 200 msec
008-046 Duplex Gate Solenoid Face Up position ON for 200 msec
008-054 Duplex Motor (302 mm/s) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1 sec
008-077 Tray 2 (1TM option) Takeaway Motor (400 mm/s) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1 sec
008-214 (TTM option) Takeaway Motor #1 (208 mm/s) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1 sec
008-219 (TTM option) Takeaway Motor #2 (370 mm/s) Start operation. Switches OFF automatically at 1sec
009-001 Y - Toner Dispense Motor Y Color Disp. MOT turns ON, and switches OFF automatically after 5 sec
009-002 M - Toner Dispense Motor M Color Disp. MOT turns ON, and switches OFF automatically after 5 sec
009-003 C - Toner Dispense Motor C Color Disp. MOT turns ON, and switches OFF automatically after 5 sec
009-004 K - Toner Dispense Motor K Color Disp. MOT turns ON, and switches OFF automatically after 5 sec
009-005 Y_DB DC Y Color Developer Bias DC Component Output
009-013 Developer Clutch - K The clutch for driving K Color turns ON, and switches OFF automatically

after 5 sec
009-014 Developer Drive Motor (Normal-speed) Switches off automatically after 5 sec
009-034 Agitator Motor Agitator Motor ON
009-040 ROS Shutter Close ROS Shutter: Rotates in Close direction (Brush: Contact direction)
009-041 ROS Shutter Open ROS Shutter: Rotates in Open direction (Brush: Retract direction) 

ON = High
009-042 K - Erase Lamp (104 mm/s) K ERASE LAMP lit
009-045 YMC - Erase Lamp (104 mm/s) YMC ERASE LAMP lit
009-051 2nd BTR Contact BTR2 Retract MOT. Switches off 800 msec after the Retract SNR 

detected the Contact Position (High)
009-052 2nd BTR Retract Switches off 60 msec after the Retract SNR detected the Retract

Position (Low)
009-054 1st BTR Contact Switches off 100 msec after the Retract SNR detected the Contact

Position (High)
009-055 1st BTR Retract Switches off 100 msec after the Retract SNR detected the Retract

Position (Low)
009-078 ADC Sensor Shutter Open Switches off automatically after 100msec
009-079 ADC Sensor Shutter Close Switches off automatically after 100 msec
010-001 OCT Motor (CW) Switches on forward and switches off automatically at 150 msec
010-002 OCT Motor (CCW) Switches on reverse and switches off automatically at 150 msec
012-060 H-Transport Gate-In Solenoid Open Horizontal Transport Gate Open (off after 200msec)
012-061 H-Transport Gate-In Solenoid Close Horizontal Transport Gate Close (off after 200msec)
062-002 IIT Exposure Lamp Turn the Lamp ON for 180sec> Auto OFF
062-005 IIT Scan Motor (Scan) Move Scan Carriage 50 mm from current position in Scan direction
062-006 IIT Scan Motor (Return) Move Scan Carriage 50 mm from current position in Return direction
062-086 IIT Image Area IMAGE-AREA Signal Output
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Ph. 800.832.6522
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www.ebmky.com

The PRODUCTS you want, the SERVICE you deserve!

Authorized Parts Distributor

New OEM Parts
Fuser Exchange

Printhead Exchange
Tech Support

Transfer Belt Assemblies
Printhead Exchange

Fusers purchase or exchange
M/A Kits purchase or exchange

Parts - Supplies - Circuit Board Repair
Keyboard Rebuild - Machine Refurbish
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